artwork by Sue Benner,
nationally renowned artist
and wife of Craig Jett

Lunch
Sight-seeing, shopping
Reception
Thirteen Moons Gallery
Dinner
Tiny’s

12:00 pm
1:00 pm – 5:00 pm
5:30 – 7:00 pm
7:30 pm

Lunch
Mission Café
Sight-seeing, shopping
Reception
home of Sheri Van Saxon and Bud Robinson
Dinner
Gabriel’s

12:00 pm
1:00 pm – 5:00 pm
6:00 pm
8:30 pm

Adjourn
Lunch
Sight-seeing
Dinner
TBD

12:30 pm
1:00 pm
7:00 pm

Santa Fe Flea Market

10:00 am
12:00 pm

President’s Retreat
Hotel Santa Fe (breakfast provided)

8:00 am

saturday, july 28

Hiking, golf

8:00 am

friday, july 27

Travel time

8:00 am

thursday, july 26

the agenda

Incoming TCDLA President, Craig Jett, will host his president’s
retreat in Santa Fe, New Mexico. All TCDLA members are invited
to attend. Located at the foothills of the Rocky Mountains, Santa
Fe enjoys more than 300 days of sunshine a year, four distinct
seasons and is a haven for golfers, skiers, hikers, and equestrians.
Santa Fe’s colorful multi-cultural heritage and incredible scenic
mountain beauty are legendary. The many galleries, museums,
historic architecture, shopping and world-class cuisine, make
Santa Fe the visitor destination of the Southwest.

the overview

santa fe, new mexico

july 26 – 28, 2007

www.tcdla.com

Please contact Melissa Schank at mschank@tcdla.com or at
the TCDLA home ofﬁce, 512.478.2514.

registration/questions

To make ﬂight or other travel arrangements, please contact your
personal travel agent, or call Bill Wodwarski at 512.346.4793 at
Above and Beyond Travel. *TCDLA does not endorse any travel
agency.

travel arrangements

Santa Fe Sage Inn located at 725 Cerrillos Road in Santa Fe, New
Mexico. To make a reservation, call 505.982.5952.

additional hotels
Travel Lodge located at 646 Cerrillos Road in Santa Fe, New
Mexico. To make a reservation, call 505.982.3551.

host hotel
Hotel Santa Fe located at 1501 Paseo de Peralta in the world
renowned historic district of Santa Fe, New Mexico — the only
Native American owned hotel in Santa Fe. Hotel Santa Fe
features luxurious rooms and suites, most with balconies or patios
looking out onto the edge of a timeless expanse, where the
Rocky Mountains ease into high desert plain. Preserving culture
through the science and art of adobe architecture is a most
visible mission at Hotel Santa Fe. This property sits peacefully on
the rim of downtown, occupying three acres adorned by Native
American sculpture, totems, wildﬂowers and privacy. To make a
reservation, call 505.982.1200.

meeting/lodging location

:

A072607

President’s Retreat
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:: eLawSoftware
15 percent discount to TCDLA members on its Web Based Criminal
Defense Client Management software. We provide an all-inclusive client
file at your fingertips that also allows you to take control of your collections. With no long term contract to sign, this is a risk free venture in
attaining a more efficient and profitable law practice. Contact Bill Baker at
1.800.820.3529 or sales@elawsoftware.com

:: Membership Directory (printed and online)
Comprehensive listing of current TCDLA members, updated, reprinted
and mailed annually and online directory of current TCDLA members.

:: Enterprise Car Rental
10 percent discount for TCDLA members. Enterprise is the largest rental
car company in North America in terms of locations and number of cars
while providing the highest level of customer service. The corporate account number for TCDLA members is 65TCDLA. You may contact your
local office directly or visit www.enterprise.com. When booking ONLINE, enter your location, date, time and corporate account # 65TCDLA.
You will then be asked for your discount ID which is the first three letters
of TCDLA (TCD). Make your reservation at Enterprise Rent-A-Car

:: Expert List
Extensive list of experts for all types of criminal cases, including investigators, mitigation and forensics specialists.

:: La Quinta
10 percent discount to all TCDLA members. Simply tell the reservations
agent that you are with the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
or give the discount code (TCDLA) on the La Quinta web site to get the
discounted rate. Visit www.lq.com or call 1.800.531.5900.
:: Sprint PCS
15 percent discount to TCDLA members on its wireless services. Existing
Sprint customers can receive the discount without interruption and new
customers can receive additional discounts on equipment.
1.
2.
3.
			
			

Dial 888.211.4727.
Navigate to live customer service representative.
Let customer service representative know you want to be
attached to hierarchy account #0042560097 for Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association.

:: Subscription Services Inc.
50 percent discount off the cover price of more than 1,000 magazines
such as Newsweek, New Yorker, Texas Monthly, etc. Visit www.buymags.
com/attorneys.
:: Voice for the Defense Magazine
A subscription to the ONLY state-wide magazine written specifically for
defense lawyers, published 10 times a year.
New in 2007 — CDLP’s Capital Litigation Update will be included in
Voice for the Defense magazine.

:: Lawyer Locator
Online directory providing members an opportunity to list up to three
areas of practice for public advertising.

:: Communities (listserv)
A partnership to engage community members in areas of significant
decisions, legislative and capital issues/updates, upcoming seminars and
events, and more ...
:: TCDLA Discounts
Receive significant discounts on CLE seminars and TCDLA
publications.
Discounted liability insurance with Joe Pratt Insurance.
:: Strike Force
Strike Force assistance to aid lawyers threatened with or incarcerated for
contempt of court.
:: Resources
Expansive library of research papers from renowned criminal defense
lawyers.
:: Significant Decisions Report
Professional reports summarizing state and federal cases, emailed weekly.
:: Legislature
Opportunities to be involved in the legislative effort.
:: State Motions CD
New members will receive a comprehensive cd of state forms and motions including DWI, post trial, pre-trial, and sexual assault motions.
:: Membership Certificate
Display your TCDLA membership with pride! New members will receive
a personalized certificate by mail.
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Jeff Blackburn
806.371.8333
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Liaison to Texas
Lawyers Assistance
Program
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Cynthia Hampton
512.478.2514
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Keith Hampton
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Budget
Bill Harris
817.332.5575
By Law
Bill Harris
817.332.5575
Corrections
Gary Cohen
512.476.6201
David O’Neil
936.594.2123
Death Penalty
Philip Wischkaemper
806.763.9900
DWI
Gary Trichter
713.524.1010
Troy McKinney
713.951.9994

Mark Daniel
817.332.3822
Membership
Sheldon Weisfeld
956.546.2727
Nominating
Craig Jett
214.871.7676
Public Defenders
Clara Hernandez
915.546.8185
Strike Force
Stan Schneider
713.951.9994
White Collar Crime
John Convery
210.738.9906

District 1
West Texas
Jim Darnell
Mary Stillinger
Mike R. Gibson
District 2
Permian Basin
Tom Morgan
Woody Leverett
Tip Hargrove
Tom Davidson
District 3
Panhandle
Bill Wischkaemper
Warren Clark
Chuck Lanehart
District 4
North Texas
H.R. “Rick” Hagen
Randy Wilson
Don Wilson
District 5
Tarrant County
Mark Daniel
Lance Evans
Jeff Kearney
Larry Moore
Greg Westfall

:: staff directory

Hall of Fame
Gerry Morris
512.476.1494

executive director
Joseph Martinez x 26
jmartinez@tcdla.com

assistant executive director & general counsel
Cynthia Hampton x 30
champton@tcdla.com

chief financial officer
Tiffany Martin x 27
tmartin@tcdla.com

director of media - print & web
Voice and website information
Marisol Valdez x 23
mvaldez@tcdla.com

director of cle and events
seminar information
Melissa Schank x 24
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database manager
membership information x 32
Miriam Herrera
mherrera@tcdla.com
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District 6
Dallas County
Ron Goranson
Bob Hinton
Richard Anderson
Martin LeNoir
Barry Sorrells
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Northeast Texas
Barney Sawyer
Scrappy Holmes
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David E. Moore
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accountant
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seminar planning assistant
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administrative assistant
Diana Vandiver x 21 or 0
dvandiver@tcdla.com

capital assistance attorney
Philip Wischkaemper 806.763.9900
pwisch@tcdla.com

:: CONTACT US

Amicus Curiae
Greg Westfall
817.877.1700

:: strike force

:: committees
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austin home office
1707 Nueces Street
Austin, TX 78701
512.478.2514 phone
512.469.9107 main fax
512.469.0512 seminar fax

lubbock office
915 Texas Ave.
Lubbock, TX 79401
806.763.9900 phone
806.769.9904 fax
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Austin | 1997.1998

Vincent Walker Perini
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George F. Luquette*
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Emmett Colvin*
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Ronald L. Goranson
Dallas | 1994.1995

Weldon Holcomb
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David R. Bires
Houston | 1993.1994

C. David Evans*
San Antonio | 1975.1976

Gerald H. Goldstein
San Antonio | 1992.1993

George E. Gilkerson
Lubbock | 1974.1975

Richard Alan Anderson
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Phil Burleson*
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Tim Evans
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C. Anthony Friloux, Jr.*
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founded 1971

president’s trip
Hosted by
Incoming TCDLA President
Craig Jett
Santa Fe, New Mexico
July 26-28, 2007
www.tcdla.com
Artwork by Sue Benner, nationally
renowned artist and wife of Craig Jett
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Robert Lerma

Farewell
Greetings to all. The sun is fast setting on the year of my presidency and I will take this
time to reflect on this year. It was a very, very fast year and I don’t know if that is age
or speed! I believe that I achieved all my goals for my year. When I took office, I gave
great priority to hands off management style and discouraged micromanagement. I
strongly believe in letting the organziation run itself, assuming that an organization is
running as it should of course. TCDLA is running smooth because we have a strong
board, officer chain and executive director all working towards the goal of looking at
the best interests of the organization.
As for TCDLA, I again report that the state of the organization is very strong. The
other top priority of mine was fiscal restraint and responsibility. We are financially
very strong as well. We are blessed with an exceptional executive director in Joseph
Martinez. He lives 24/7 for TCDLA. Under him are the backbone and support of all
the fantastic staff at the home office. We have a great team at home working for you
and my hat is off to all at the home office for your enthusiasm.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our staff for supporting me during my
year. It would not have been easy without your support. It was easy because of your
support. I also would like to thank all the officers and board likewise for your support
of me during my year as president. I can only hope that I lived up to the confidence
displayed to me over the years by the past presidents and members who believed in
me and gave me a chance to move up the line. Special thanks to my wife Maria for
supporting me now and always. I would not have been to the top without those who
believed in me. Thank you very much!
Farewell,
Robert J. Lerma

:: president’s
message
|8
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TCDLA MEMORIALIZES
Charles Balwin
Quin Brackett
Jack H. Bryant
Phil Burleson
Bryon Chappell
Emmett Colvin
C. Anthony Friloux, Jr.
Richard W. Harris
Odis Ray Hill
Knox Jones
Joe Keagans
George F. Luquette
David A. Nix
Rusty O’Shea
Travis Shelton
Don R. Wilson, Jr.
George Roland

Do YOU or someone
you know
have a problem
with alcohol?
Help is available.
Texas Lawyers Assistance Program (TLAP)
1.800.343.8527
Take the first step ... make the call, get the help.

TLAP

confidential
9|
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Joseph A Martinez

Many Thanks to All!
I want to thank Robert “Bobby” Lerma, outgoing president of TCDLA for his leadership
over the past year. I also want to thank his lovely wife, Maria for her support throughout
the year. TCDLA has been very fortunate to have Robert Lerma directing our future.
We will miss his decision-making-with-a-purpose style and his steadfast leadership.
TCDLA has grown and matured thanks to Robert Lerma.
I also want to thank, R.F. “Rick” Hagen, outgoing chair of the Criminal Defense Lawyers
Project (CDLP). Rick has served as chair overseeing the significant grant funds we receive
from the Texas Courts of Criminal Appeals. Rick has served two years as chair.
I want to thank all the outgoing TCDLA board members and executive committee,
CDLP committee and committee chairs and committee members who have given up
their time to serve the membership.
TCDLA operations have grown to a multi-million dollar business. It takes a large number
of members to help direct our course. Special thanks to each of them.
Thanks to our governing members and staff, the following is brief summary of several
of our accomplishment through the first half of the fiscal year.
FY 2007 Six Month Report (These numbers are from September 1, 2006 through
February 28, 2007).
		
TCDLA Membership Totals
2,796		
New Members
334		
Renewal Retention Rate
2,462		
Dropped Members
391		

:: executive
director’s
perspective
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TCDLA
Number of Seminars Held
6
Number of Lawyers Trained
739
Number of Course Directors
12
Number of Speakers
97
Death Penalty CLE Hours
0
Capital Attorneys Trained		
Complimentary Publications
150
Publication Revenue
$80,650

CDLP
13
		
1,155		
27		
154		
0		
23.25		
25		
n/a

LEI: $4,465
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Special thanks to our Legislative team of Allen Place, Keith Hampton, Celeste Villarreal, David Gonzales and Kristen
Edder.
Thanks to Brad Lollar, Anthony Ordiorne and Susan Anderson, course directors for the Indigent Defense seminar in Dallas.
We had a great line up of speakers. We had more than 80 participants.
Thanks to Rob Fickman, president of the Harris County Criminal Lawyers Association, TCDLA through CDLP co-sponsored
“Dealing with the Press and Fighting Like You Mean It” seminar in Houston. Charles Swift was the featured speaker. We
had over fifty lawyers in attendance.
Congratulations to Harris County Criminal Defense Lawyers Association on their annual banquet. Congratulations to all
the lawyers who were recognized by their peers.
Thanks to South Texas School of Law in Houston and Lisa Dalm, director of CLE. They allowed CDLP to co-sponsor the
“Forensics and Criminal Law” seminar.
Good verdicts to all!

Become a

Fellow or a
Super Fellow

TCDLEI has created an endowment program to ensure continuing legal
education for tomorrow’s criminal defense lawyer.
Your money will be deposited into a special endowment fund.
Your contribution will be used to build a fund for future Texas lawyers.
What you can do? Pledge $1,500 and become a Fellow — Pledge $3,000
and become a Super Fellow. (Pledge form available on our web site).
Help support TCDLEI in its efforts to make funds available for future criminal
defense lawyers in Texas. For more information, contact Joseph Martinez at
512.478.2514 extension 26.
Make YOUR contribution TODAY!
11 |
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Emmett Harris

What Would Denny Crane Do?
I’m looking for a soldier. An editor ought to be able to request articles for a publication,
so I am doing so. It seems to me that there is a wide gulf separating the appellate minds
from the warrior minds. Some of us focus on appeals. Some of us are in the arena. I want
someone to start thinking and writing about how to bridge this chasm.
Here is an example: A State’s witness has just blurted out something harmful, but inadmissible. The jury has heard it. Defense counsel quickly stands and makes the appropriate objection. The judge sustains the objection. The jury has heard this too. Maybe they
are thinking: OK, the defense guy was right. Defense 1, State 0. They expect him to sit
down, but he can’t.
Appellate decree says that he must now ask for a limiting instruction. He does. The
jury hears this too. Now maybe they are thinking: Hey, he won that round, what’s his
problem? The judge grants his request and gives the limiting instruction to the jury. The
jury: Surely he’s satisfied now. Let’s move on.
Appellate decree says that he must now move for a mistrial, because the “preservation”
police will get him if he doesn’t. He, still standing, and wearing out the jury’s patience,
moves for a mistrial. This is usually denied. The jury: What’s wrong with this pedantic
pest? He got his objection sustained. The judge even told us to disregard it. Does he
think we are idiots? Defense 1, State 1, and just because he has bugged us, the tie goes
to the State. Come to think of it, we don’t think we want to disregard it anymore, even
though the judge said we should.
I invite you to think about these times when compliance with appellate requirements
seems to clash with common courtroom sense. Some one please begin to write about
how to deal with this problem. I shudder to think how Denny Crane might handle it.

:: editor’s
comment
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:: July
July 12-13, 2007
CDLP | Operation Texas Freedom
South Padre Island

September 20, 2007
Phone Seminar
Topic TBD

July 14, 2007
TCDLA, CDLP, TCDLEI Board
Orientation
South Padre Island

:: October

July 20, 2007
CDLP | Operation Texas Freedom
Nacogdoches

October 12, 2007
CDLP | Advanced Trial Series
Del Rio

July 26-28, 2007
President’s Retreat**
Santa Fe, New Mexico

October 26, 2007
CDLP | Advanced Trial Series
Beaumont

:: August

:: November

August 10, 2007
CDLP | Operation Texas Freedom
San Angelo
August 17, 2007
TCDLA | DWI Top Gun
Houston
August 23, 2007
CDLP | Phone Seminar
Topic TBD

:: September
September 6-7, 2007
TCDLA | Cowtown Bill of Rights
Review: 4th, 5th and 6th Amendments
Ft. Worth
September 9, 2007
TCDLA, CDLP, TCDLEI Board Meetings*
Ft. Worth

October 4-5, 2007
CDLP | Forensics
Dallas

November 2-3, 2007
TCDLA | Stuart Kinard Memorial
Advanced DWI
San Antonio

for the defense

December 8, 2007
CDLP, TCDLEI Boards and Executive
Committee Meeting Board Meetings
Dallas

*Unless otherwise noted, seminars
are open only to criminal defense
attorneys, mitigation specialists,
defense investigators, or other
professionals who support the defense
of criminal cases. Law enforcement
personnel and prosecutors are not
eligible to attend.

** Open to all
Note: Schedule and dates subject to
change. Visit our website at
www.tcdla.com for the most up
to date information.

November 2-3, 2007
El Paso Criminal Law Group Seminar
Ruidoso, NM
November 15-16, 2007
CDLP | Capital Murder
South Padre Island

:: December
December 6-7, 2007
CDLP | Voir Dire
Dallas
December 7, 2007
CDLP | Advanced Trial Series
Tyler

register at www.tcdla.com
13 |
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FR Buck Files, Jr

Peter, the Park Ranger, loved pornography
In 2001, the United States Army Corps of Engineers received a complaint
from their Lake Texoma station that the office’s internet access was slow. They sent an
administrator to the office who found that Peter’s office computer was slowing down
the office’s internet access by connecting to “an X-rated porn site.” The Corps began
monitoring Peter’s computer use and determined that he was continuing to view
pornography on his computer. When confronted, Peter promised that he would never
do it again.
In 2002, Ron Jordan, the Lake Texoma station manager, received a report that
Peter was up to it again. Using his network administrator’s password, Jordan accessed
Peter’s computer and discovered pornographic photographs and movies which involved
adults as well as bestiality. When confronted, Peter probably said, “But Boss, a Park
Ranger has to know all about animal behavior.” In any event, Peter promised that he
would never do it again.
A few months later, Jordan received yet another complaint that Peter was
viewing pornography on his office computer. Jordan investigated and found pornographic
images in Peter’s temporary internet folder. The following day, Jordan saw that even
more files had been added to Peter’s temporary internet folder. Some of these files were
images of nude, prepubescent children. Jordan noticed that files were being added
and deleted even as he viewed this folder. Jordan copied some of these files, including
both child and adult pornography, onto a compact disk and turned this over to law
enforcement officers.
FBI Agent Wes Wheeler investigated Peter’s computer use and found that
four large images on the CD depicted children ranging from 10 to 12 years of age
engaged in sexually explicit conduct. Wheeler met with Peter and showed him printed
images from the CD. Peter then admitted that he had visited internet sites containing
child pornography and that he had saved some images, viewed them and later deleted
them.

:: federal
corner
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A forensic examiner determined that the CD contained 54 images depicting
minors from 7 to 15 years of age. After a thorough sweep of the hard drive, the examiner
found more than 3,000 pornographic images, including more than 300 images of children
from 3 to 15 years old engaged in sexually explicit conduct. Each of these images were
hidden and password-protected.

VOICE

Peter was eventually prosecuted on a superseding
indictment which charged four separate counts of receipt
and attempted receipt of child pornography under 18 U.S.C.
§§2252(a)(2) and 2252(b)(1) — one count for each of the
four larger images from the CD provided by Jordan. A fifth
count charged Peter with possession of child pornography
under 18 U.S.C. §2241(a)(4)(A) based on 11 images found
on Peter’s hard drive.
Following a jury trial, Peter was convicted on all five
counts and sentenced to 71 months in prison for each of the
first four counts and 60 months for the fifth count, all to be
served concurrently. Peter was also assessed a $100 special
assessment for each count and a $5,000 fine — $5,500 total.
In the district court, Peter had filed a motion to
quash the superseding indictment, arguing that the four
counts in the indictment which charged him with receipt of
child pornography were multiplicitous. United States District
Judge Richard A. Schell had denied that motion. In April, a
panel of the United States Court of Appeals for the 5th Circuit
(Barksdale, Benavides and Owen, Circuit Judges) agreed with
Peter that the first four counts of the superseding indictment
were multiplicitous, vacated his convictions on those counts
and remanded the case to Judge Schell with instructions to
reinstate only one of these convictions and to resentence
him consistent with the Court’s opinion. United States v.
Buchanan, ____ F.3d ___, 2007 WL 1153709 (5th Cir. 2007).
Judge Owen authored the opinion which contained,
in part, the following:
The rule against multiplicity is grounded in
the Fifth Amendment’s prohibition against
double jeopardy, intending ‘to prevent
multiple punishments for the same act.’ We
have held that ‘ “[t]he test for determining
whether the same act or transaction
constitutes two offenses or only one is
whether conviction under each statutory
provision requires proof of an additional
fact which the other does not.”’ We have
said, ‘Where a multipart transaction raises
the prospect of multiplicity under a single
statute, the question becomes “whether
separate and distinct prohibited acts, made
punishable by law, have been committed.”’
When ‘ “the jury is allowed to return
convictions on multiplicious counts, the
remedy is to remand for resentencing, with
the government dismissing the count(s)
that created the multiplicity”’ because ‘“[t]
he chief danger raised by a multiplicious
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indictment is the possibility that the
defendant will receive more than one
sentence for a single offense.”’
Buchanan was convicted in counts one
through four of four separate violations of
18 U.S.C. §2252(a)(2)
***
We have specifically addressed multiplicity
and §2252 on at least two occasions. In
Gallardo, a defendant was convicted
under §2252 of four counts of mailing child
pornography. The defendant had mailed
three envelopes to different locations at one
time and a fourth envelope on a later date.
He was charged with a separate count for
each envelope. On appeal, the defendant
asserted that the three counts stemming
from the three envelopes mailed at the
same time should have been reduced to a
single count. Applying a previous holding
regarding mail fraud, we held that ‘each
separate use of the mail to transport or
ship child pornography should constitute
a separate crime because it is the act of
either transporting or shipping that is the
central focus of this statute.’ ‘The number of
photographs in each envelope is irrelevant’
for determining the appropriate number
of counts. This court reasoned by analogy
that ‘a defendant arrested with one binder
containing numerous photographs has
committed only one act of transportation,’
and ‘a single transportation of two women
is but one violation of the Mann Act.’ The
four convictions were upheld because the
defendant mailed four envelopes.
In United States v. Reedy, this court held
that §2252 ‘does not speak to the question’
of ‘what “unit of prosecution” should
apply’ and therefore, that the rule of lenity
governed the outcome. The defendants in
that case were convicted of multiple counts
of violating §2252 for transporting visual
depictions of minors engaged in sexually
explicit conduct. The defendants operated
a sign-on, screening and age verification
system for pornographic websites, and
charged subscribers by website. The
defendants contended that they should
continued on page 42
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How to Utilize Forensic Psychological Evaluations Within Internet Online Solicitation and Pornography Sex
Crime Cases
John Matthew Fabian, PSY.D., J.D.

The purpose of this article is to present how forensic psychological evaluations can be
effectively utilized within internet/online solicitation (importuning) and pornography
possession criminal litigation. The author describes characteristics of offenders who
have been charged with online solicitation and defendants who have been charged with
possession of illegal child pornography. These offenders will be differentiated from other
typologies of hands-on contact sex offenders in regards to characteristics and sexual
re-offending risk. The author highlights diagnostic classification, risk assessment, and
treatment issues for online solicitors and pornography possessors.

for the defense

mportantly, a thorough and context-specific, forensic
psychological evaluation in a pornography sex crime
case is critical to the development of litigation as there
may be too much focus on sophisticated and complex
computer evidence such as expert authenticity of
images. The criminal defense attorney may educate
the jury or judge of her client’s potential low risk
of sexual recidivism, amenability to treatment, and
the causes of the illegal behavior that might have
their roots in psychiatric impairments that are responsive
to intervention.

original minor and target the suspect.

to catch a predator

Sex offenders are a heterogeneous group. There are several
distinctions or classes of sex offenders including but not
limited to:

Recently there has been initiation of widespread sex offender
legislation throughout the United States gearing towards
harsher penalties, longer mandatory minimum sentences
for sex crimes, lifetime supervision of sex offenders by global
positioning satellite after they are released from prison, and
indefinite civil commitment of these offenders after their
prison term expires. Such laws include the Adam Walsh Child
Protection and Safety Act1 and the Jessica Lunsford Act.2
These laws have been the topic of a media frenzy urged by
television shows such as Dateline’s “To Catch a Predator” and
investigators Bill O’Reilly and Hannity and Combs. While
the statutes appear to aim towards protecting society from
high risk sex offenders, the public is led to believe that all
sex offenders are dangerous “predators.” In fact, the term
“predator” is a misnomer because if that term is used, it
should define an offender who has a history of sexual crimes
and who is likely to commit them in the future. Many of these
“online” offenders are non-contact offenders, who either
possess pornography and/or are caught attempting to set
up a meeting with an underage person. These offenders are
more likely than not to be low risk sex offenders who do not
have a history of sex offending.

nature of law enforcement investigations

Each year, one in five youth encounter online solicitations
that are sexual in nature via chat-rooms or instant messaging
routes. The National Juvenile online Victimization Survey
has studied law enforcement investigations of internet sex
crimes against minors. They have found that 25 percent of
all arrests for internet sex crimes against minors were due to
“proactive” investigations where police pose online as minors
or pretend to be mothers teaching their children about sex.3
These investigations allow law enforcement to catch suspects
before they have an opportunity to offend. Undercover
investigations can be referred to as “reactive” or “take over”
when police learn of a solicitation and they then pose as the

In the year 2000, one quarter (644) of the internet sex crimes
against juveniles (about 2,500 total arrests) were based
on proactive investigation. Other arrests were for crimes
committed by the offenders who met the juveniles online
(20 percent), other sex crimes committed against juveniles
by family members or acquaintances against juvenile victims
(19 percent), and the possession, distribution, or trading of
pornography on the Internet (36 percent of arrests).

typologies of sex offenders

1. 		Rapists
2. 		Child molesters
3. 		Hebephiles (sex offenders perpetrating post-pubescent
females, 14-17 years of age)
4. 		Crossover sexual offenders- individuals whose victims are
from multiple age, gender, and relationship categories
5.		Sex offenders who have engaged in hands on sex
offending and pornography possession
6.		Non-contact sex offenders including voyeurs (peeping
type offenders and exhibitionists)
7. On-contact pornography possession offenders and
Internet solicitation (importuning) offenders.
For purposes of this article, we will focus on group 7, offenders
who have been charged with pornography possession and/or
importuning type crimes (the latter including offenders who
solicit and attempt to meet an underage child from internet
contact — either a real child or an undercover officer posing
as a child). Not infrequently, these importuning offenders
also have possession of illegal pornography when investigated
by law enforcement. Ordinarily, these non-contact offenders
are lower risk offenders because they are older in age, welleducated, married, have no history of sex offenses (including
hands-on sex offenses), lack diagnoses of paraphilias (sexual
deviancy), and are amenable to sex offender treatment.

diagnosis

In order to differentiate diagnostic possibilities, an attorney
must seek the assistance of an expert witness who has an
extensive background evaluating sex offenders within a
forensic/legal context. A diagnosis is associated with the
derivation of sexual offending, risk assessment, and directions
in treatment. Hands-on sex offenders, usually rapists and
child molesters, have unique characteristics. Often these
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rapists possess antisocial personality disorders and have
histories of both nonsexual and sexually violent acts. Their
criminal personality and sexual deviance elevate their risk
level.4 Child molesters (often qualifying for a diagnosis of
pedophilia) have strong deviant sexual desires towards
children and commonly commit hands on sex offenses
against children under 13. They are more likely to possess
pornography and utilize it in their offending behaviors.
Pornography and importuning offenders are often a different
“breed” of sex offender. These offenders often do not have a
prior sex offense history. They rarely possess an antisocial
personality disorder and frequently do not qualify for
pedophilia. They may possess symptoms that fall under the
rubric of the following categories:
1.		Paraphilias (sexual deviancy disorders, i.e., pedophilia)
2.		Hypersexual disorders
3.		Obsessive compulsive disorders/impulse control
disorders
4.		Online sexual problems/addictions
5.		Other psychiatric disorders, such as depression, that
include features of emotional loneliness and isolation or
that stem from environmental issues such as a broken
marriage and/or loss of employment. They may cope with
these problems through inappropriate sexual activity.
The most relevant paraphilic disorder concerning pornography
offenders and importuners would be pedophilia. One must
experience recurrent, intense sexually arousing fantasies,
sexual urges, or behaviors involving sexual activity with a
prepubescent child or children, generally age 13 years or
younger.
All too often, a defendant is contacted by a law enforcement
officer who imposters a 12 year old girl. The age of 12 is usually
used to fulfill two purposes: (1) to establish an age relevant
to pedophilia, and also, (2) to satisfy harsher penalties under
sex offender laws. When considering this diagnosis, an expert
should view all pornographic images to consider the ages of
the children/adolescents as many of these pictures will be
of teens older than age 13. The expert must determine if the
individual was viewing pornography for six months or longer.
One can technically be diagnosed with pedophilia by viewing
child pornography (and not actually engaging in hands-on
offending of youth). Such use must cause them impairment
in social, occupational, or other areas of functioning.
Conversely, hypersexual disorders include a disturbance of
more conventional sexual functioning such as masturbating
or the use of pornography and at some point the use is
compulsive and/or excessive and causes the person distress.
| 18

Hypersexual disorders may also include cybersex (Internet
related activities geared for sexual arousal and attracting
others online). Importantly for pornography and importuning
sex offenders, many of these individuals will teeter between
sexual behavior that is socially acceptable and not abnormal,
and behavior that becomes pathological when the person
suffers distress or impairment in functioning.
Paraphilias and hypersexual disorders have also been
considered to fall under the psychiatric genre of obsessivecompulsive disorders and impulse control disorders.5 The
obsession may be the intrusive thoughts about pornography
and the compulsion may be the repetitive masturbation to
the images and the use of the computer. These behaviors are
hallmarked by their impulsive nature and likely represent
addictions that are motivated by intense drive states.6

internet addiction and emotional
avoidance
Many offenders who have possessed pornography on their
computers and engaged in cyber-chat with underage females
use the Internet to avoid negative emotional states, such as
depression, anxiety, anger, boredom and loneliness.7 This is
a critical point because these offenders may not be sexually
deviant, rather they use sex as an outlet to deal with these
emotional deficits.
The Internet serves as a device to access sexual material
which ultimately assists in relieving one’s sexual arousal
and alleviating emotional distress and dissatisfaction in
one’s life. The Internet offers sex offenders an avenue to
download pornography and masturbate to images, which
is in effect a rewarding and reinforcing process leading to
further avoidance of dealing with one’s problems and human
relationships.8 This Internet behavior has an addictive
quality with the subconscious process of avoiding negative
emotional states.
Internet addiction includes an individual who has obsessive
thoughts about the Internet and has volitional problems
controlling Internet use leading to excessive amounts of time
online and failure to meet the demands of their everyday
life. They will likely experience negative emotional states
when offline and increasing tolerance to the effects of being
online while denying problematic behaviors in their lives.
When online, they will have more positive feelings about
themselves. This Internet addiction includes a behavioral
sequence that has a rewarding and reinforcing quality that
mimics an impulse control disorder such as kleptomania.
The images that stimulate sexual arousal, the anonymity
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An important feature, the anonymity of the computer
use which includes having relationships with others, is
critical to many of these offenders, perhaps especially
the importuners. Importuning type offenders often lack
relationships or are involved in dissatisfied and conflictual
relationships/marriages and the chat rooms allow an
outlet to have connections with others. This connection
with others which may be legal (exposing oneself through
webcams to other consenting adults) may be reinforcing and
have an addictive quality. The adult male who searches for
consenting women to view his “show” may have a difficult
time finding these women online. He may be afraid that the
individuals he is exposing himself to are in fact homosexual
men posing as women. His exposing activities which may
not qualify for exhibitionism (because the viewers are not
“unsuspecting strangers”) may be reinforcing to him when
he does find viewers he deems appropriate. However, given
his emotional deficits and need for anonymous connection,
this type of offender is often vulnerable to an instant sex
connection with an online law enforcement agent who he
thinks is an adolescent female.
Importantly, one may question the differentiation of the
behavioral reinforcement of the Internet use versus the
function of the pornographic material itself.9 Both resources
serve the same purposes of obtaining reinforcing stimulation
and avoiding negative mood and emotional states. The
Internet functions as an anonymous device to access both
connections with others via chat rooms as well as a resource
to obtain pornographic images to masturbate to. Each
behavioral sequence on the Internet serves as a motivation
resulting in sexual arousal and orgasm which are pleasurable
and intrinsically rewarding.
Pornography offenders are unlike contact “hands on” sex
offenders as the access to the Internet is available and
immediate, controlled and anonymous. The predator who
society fears is the individual who stalks children and
abducts them on playgrounds eventually sexually assaulting
them, often in a heinous fashion. Indeed, most pornography
offenders do not use pornography as a vehicle to stimulate
themselves to engage in a contact sex offense.

profiling the online offender
A recent study by Mitchell, Wolak & Finkelhor (2005)
investigated the characteristics of offenders who were

investigated during proactive police investigations in which
the suspects were soliciting youth online. The National
Juvenile Online Victimization Study has been a resource
for the collection of data relevant to the number and
characteristics of arrests for Internet sex crimes against
children. The authors found that these offenders are almost
always male, 61 percent between the ages of 26 and 39, 33
percent were 40 years of age or older. Over 90 percent of the
offenders were Caucasian who had relatively stable incomes
and were employed at the time of arrest. About 38 percent
were high school graduates and 44 percent had some college
experience. About 60 percent of them lived either in suburbs,
rural areas, or small towns, and 34 percent were single and
never married, 35 percent were married, and 19 percent were
divorced. Some of this data flies in the face of the data we
know about high risk sex offenders who often have a history
of younger age, lower education, unemployment, and single
marital status.
About 13 percent of the offenders arrested in undercover
operations had committed crimes involving online identified
victims. Those offenders who had online targets and were
part of an undercover investigation were more likely to be
older, have higher incomes, be employed full-time, and have
lived with minors as parents or relatives at the time of their
crimes than those offenders of juvenile victims. Online target
offenders had fewer prior arrests for non-sexual offenses and
for sexual offenses against minors and had engaged in less
frequent sexually deviant behaviors than those offenders
who actually had juvenile victims they solicited online.
Both groups had about the same rate of child pornography
possession (40 percent).

risk assessment
Risk assessment for the Internet solicitor and pornography
possession non-contact offender groups is a different “animal”
from that of the rapist or child molester (chronic hands on
offender groups). Some of the same risk factors apply to
both groups; however, the former group often has dynamic
and changeable risk factors are amenable to intervention
without the history of static and unchangeable factors that
are immune to treatment. Along the lines of static risk factors,
the popular actuarial risk assessment instruments such as the
STATIC-99 are not appropriate to utilize with the hands-off
sex offenders as the normative samples the instrument’s data
are based on are typically hands on sex offenders (rapists and
child molesters).
Importantly, pornography plays a minor role in the
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commission of most contact sex offenders’ offenses; however,
when it is involved, it is usually utilized by sexually deviant
child molesters with extensive sex offending histories.10
Critically, child pornography offenders usually do not have
a history of contact offending. Those with prior criminal
records for any type of offenses are significantly more likely to
reoffend criminally and sexually than those without a criminal
record. Child pornography offenders who have committed a
prior or concurrent contact sexual offense are a higher risk
group to sexually recidivate.11

treatment and risk management issues
Many pornography offenders have never volunteered for
treatment and do not have insight into the nature and severity
of their problems until they are arrested in an undercover
sting operation causing them humiliation, divorce, separation
from family, and job loss. Pornography offenders and
importuners are usually a treatable group.
Importantly, treating the sexual issues is only one piece of the
puzzle. Many offenders’ illegal acts are due to a variety of biopsycho-social factors including environmental stress such
as marital relations, job dissatisfaction, emotional isolation,
lack of social support, anger/hostility issues, alcohol use, and
poor coping skills. These non-sexual elements need to be a
focus of intervention.
Treatment should likely entail four modalities:
1.		Group sex offender treatment (relapse prevention/
cognitive behavioral modality)
2.		Individual therapy to deal with issues such as depression,
self-esteem, anger, relationship instability, and divorce.
Marital therapy should also be considered
3.		Psychotropic medication, focusing on monoamine
(norepinephrine, dopamine, and serotonin) metabolism.
Medication may include serotonin reuptake inhibitors
which modulate serotonin and decrease deviant sexual
behavior, impulsivity, and sexual appetite.
Lower risk sex offenders are more amenable to community
supervision and treatment. They will also display lower
recidivism rates than the traditional high risk rapists and
child molesters.
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key points
1. The Forensic Psychologist Expert Must Attempt to View
the Pornography and/or Online Solicitation (emails and
instant messages)
Critically to these cases, the expert must attempt to view the
pornography to assess the stimuli that arouses the defendant.
This again is important to establish sexual deviance disorders
and is relevant to risk assessment. This may be a problem as
the attorneys defending these cases nationally are struggling
to obtain this data in discovery due to the laws making it
illegal for them and their expert witnesses to possess it as
part of their investigations. If allowed to review this data,
the forensic psychologist expert should foster a relationship
with the computer forensic expert to become educated on
what kind and how much pornography the defendant was
viewing. For example, the expert witness should observe the
log times and be aware of the amount of hard drive pace on
the computer because it reflects the storage capacity. The
person may have stored pornography on a USB hard drive,
Thumb drive or Zip drive to increase storage capacity. The
Web Browser History, Cookies, and Temporary Internet
Files should be accessed to assess the defendant’s patterns
of computer usage. Bookmarks such as the North American
Man-Boy Love Association (NAMBLA), the Lewis Carroll
Collector’s Guild or other similar sites advocating sex
with minors may provide information to the expert on the
defendant’s interests. Chat room activity and emails should
also be reviewed.
2. The Expert Should Be Aware of the Research Relevant
to Pornography and it’s Equivocal Association to Sexual
Reoffending
There is little empirical evidence suggesting a direct causal
link between pornography viewing and sex offending.
Pornography use can be neither a necessary nor sufficient
cause of sexual offending because sexual offenses are usually
committed by those offenders with little or no exposure
to pornography. 12 The role of pornography in sexual
offenses requires additional triggering factors as well as
predispositional and situational factors relevant to the onset
of offending. In fact, sex offenders self-report less frequent
use of pornography than groups of non-sex offenders. Sex
offenders also are not prone to use offense related and nonconventional pornography than non-offenders. Exposure to
child pornography is likely an influential factor but not the
sole element in the development of sex offending. Notably,
for preferential child molesters, pornography aids pedophiles
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3. The Expert Witness Must Have a History of Working with
Various Types of Sex Offenders and a Strong Knowledge
Base Relevant to Risk Assessment
It is recommended that the attorney representing pornography
possessing offenders and importuners be aware of their
client’s typology as a sex offender. This class of offender is
much different from the traditional contact sex offending
rapist and child molester. The representation of their client
necessitates working within a multidisciplinary team of
experts. This process must be a cohesive one with various
experts relying on each other to not only authenticate the
evidence but to understand the mindset of the defendant,
the etiology of his offending patterns, and the steps to
rehabilitation. The forensic psychologist must know when to
and when not to apply actuarial risk assessment instruments.
Dynamic and changeable risk factors must be intensely
investigated and made a target for intervention.
4. The Expert and Attorney Must Intensely Question the
Importuner About the Details of His Online Solicitation
and Motives Relevant to Meeting a Juvenile Victim
Most online solicitors do not have a history of handson sexual offenses. The expert witness must analyze the
defendant’s Internet communication with the online targets
and juvenile victims and compare this dialogue with any prior
sex offense behaviors.

concluding remarks
When considering a forensic psychological evaluation
in online solicitation and pornography possession cases,
the expert witness must attempt to view the pornography
and/or online solicitation (emails and instant messages,
etc.) The expert should establish a relationship with the
computer forensic expert and also encourage the attorney
to make motions to obtain access and viewing privileges of
the pornography and similar discovery. The expert should
also be aware of the research relevant to pornography and
its equivocal association to sexual reoffending. The forensic
mental health professional must apply the individual
characteristics of the defendant’s history and offending
behaviors to the empirical data relevant to diagnostic and
risk assessment issues.
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in satisfying and satiating their compulsive and persistent
sexual fantasies about children. Again, these offenders are
a typology different from the “hands off ” pornography and
importuning type offender.
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CAN A JURY SHUFFLE
VIOLATE BATSON?
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for the defense

You are getting ready to try an assault case. The jury panel comes into the courtroom.
You like what you see. You and the State are still waiting for the information sheets on the
individual jurors. You have determined that your ideal juror in this case is a young black
male. The clerk arranges the jury panel into their correct order. You see two young black
males in the front row. The State immediately asks for a jury shuffle. What, if anything, can
you do? Can a jury shuffle violate Batson?
This short article will provide the answer to this question.
In Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79 (1986), the United States Supreme Court found that
using peremptory challenges to strike venire panelists on the basis of race violates the
Equal Protection clause. The Court has also held that striking venire panelists on the basis
of gender violated the Equal Protection clause. See JEB v. Alabama, 511 U.S. 127 (1994).
The Texas Code of Criminal Procedure allows a jury venire panel to be shuffled on
demand of the defense or the State. Tex. Code Crim. Proc. art. 35.11. Absent a showing
of misconduct, only one shuffle is allowed. Garza v. State, 7 S.W.3d 164, 166 (Tex.Crim.
App. 1999). Additionally, to be timely, the motion to shuffle must be presented or urged
prior to the commencement of the voir dire. Williams v. State, 719 S.W.2d 573 (Tex.Crim.
App. 1986). The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals has stated that Batson does not apply to
shuffles. Ladd v. State, 3 S.W.3d 547, 563 & n.9 (Tex.Crim.App. 1999) (“One scholar has
argued that, logically, Batson should extend to jury shuffles. See E. Carlson, Batson, J.E.B.,
and Beyond: The Paradoxical Quest for Reasoned Peremptory Strikes in the Jury Selection
Process, 46 Baylor L. Rev. 947, 982 (1994). We wish to make it clear, however, that we do
not endorse such a view.”).
Based on this statement by the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals, it would appear that Batson
does not apply to a jury shuffle in Texas. However, the United States Supreme Court has
indicated that Batson does apply to a jury shuffle. In Miller-El v. Dretke, the United States
Supreme Court found that a pattern of discrimination by the State violated Batson. 545 U.S.
231, (2005). Specifically, the Court found that “[a]t least two of the jury shuffles conducted
by the State make no sense except as efforts to delay consideration of black jury panelists to
the end of the week, when they might not even be reached.” Id. at 2339. The United States
Supreme Court’s belief that a jury shuffle can violate Batson directly conflicts with the beliefs
pronounced by the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals in the earlier Ladd opinion
The question now becomes what should you do in Court when faced with a potential
Batson challenge due to a jury shuffle?
If you believe the State urged a jury shuffle simply to move a person because of her sex or
race, then object. Your objection should be based on violation of the Due Process Clause
and Equal Protection Clause under both the U.S. Constitution and the Texas Constitution.
Direct the judge to the Miller-El v. Dretke decision as evidence that Batson does apply to
a jury shuffle. Get in the record what the venire panel looked like before the shuffle and
what it looked like after the shuffle. This issue has yet to be addressed by the Texas Court
of Criminal Appeals. However, if you preserve this issue for appeal, then your case might
very well be the first published case to decide this issue.
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NOS 12,043; 12,044		
STATE OF TEXAS				
						
VS.						
						
RODNEY GLENN GRAY

§				
IN THE DISTRICT COURT
§
§			
OF WASHINGTON COUNTY, TEXAS
§
§			
21ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT

MOTION FOR JUDICIAL CLEMENCY
RODNEY GLENN GRAY, Defendant in the above-captioned cause of action, makes this, his Motion for Judicial
Clemency, and shows:
1. Facts.
On May 16, 1995, RODNEY GLENN GRAY was placed on probation for two (2) offenses resulting from the
same set of facts. Defendant was placed on “Regular Probation” in Cause No. 12,044 for the State Jail Felony of Delivery
of Marijuana, and was placed on Deferred Adjudication Probation in Cause No. 12,043 for the Second Degree Felony of
Delivery of a Controlled Substance
2. Defendant Discharged From “Regular Probation” in Cause No. 12,044.
On July 22, 1997, RODNEY GLENN GRAY was released from “Regular Probation” in Cause No. 12,044 after serving
his entire two-year term of probation. A true and correct copy of the Order Discharging Defendant From Probation is
attached hereto as Exhibit “A.”
3. Defendant Released From Disabilities in Cause No. 12,044.
The Order Discharging Defendant From Probation in Cause No. 12,044 states, in relevant part:
It is therefore, ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED by the Court that the judgment of conviction heretofore rendered
herein on the 16th day of May A.D., 1995 assessing the punishment of Rodney Glenn Gray at confinement in the Texas
Department of Corrections for a period of two (2) years, but with sentence thereon suspended, be and the same is hereby
set aside; that the original sentence imposed is amended and modified to conform to the probationary period satisfactorily
completed by the defendant; and the indictment against such defendant is hereby dismissed, and the defendant be, and
defendant is released from all penalties and disabilities resulting from the crime or offense of which defendant has been
convicted, except that proof of said conviction shall be known to the Court should the defendant again be convicted of any
criminal offense.
4. Defendant Discharged From Deferred Adjudication Probation in Cause No. 12,043.
On November 4, 2003, the Court signed an Order Discharging Defendant from Probation (Deferred) (Early) that
dismissed RODNEY GLENN GRAY from probation after his having served eight years and five months of his original tenyear probationary term. A true and correct copy of the Order Discharging Defendant From Probation (Deferred) (Early)
is attached hereto as Exhibit “B.”

M

5. Defendant Released From Disabilities in Cause No. 12,043.
The Order Discharging Defendant From Probation in Cause No. 12,043 states, in relevant part:
It is therefore, ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED by the Court that the deferred proceedings and adjudication of
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure Article 42.12 Section 3d(a) of 16th day of May 1995, assessing ten (10) years of probation
is hereby set aside; that the original probation term imposed is amended and modified to conform to Texas Code of Criminal
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6. Defendant Has Been Rehabilitated.
RODNEY GLENN GRAY would show the court that he has reformed, rehabilitated, and changed his life since
committing the offenses that are the subject of the above-mentioned orders. In partial proof thereof, RODNEY GLENN
GRAY attaches hereto Exhibits “C” through “U,” and includes them as though recited herein verbatim.
7. “Judicial Clemency” is an Established Concept of Texas Jurisprudence in Accordance With Cuellar v. State.
A. First Type of Discharge.
There are two types of discharge from probation. The first type of discharge from probation is that which is required
after a person who has been placed on probation has completed his entire term of probation and satisfactorily fulfilled all
of the conditions of probation. In this situation, the judge shall discharge the probationer. This is the case in Cause No.
12,044, above. In some cases, such as in Cause No. 12,043, above, the court may terminate Defendant’s probation early. In
this first and most common type of discharge from probation, Defendant essentially “graduates” from probation. In this
type of discharge, the Defendant has been convicted of a felony, even though he never went to prison, and even though for
some purposes the conviction may not be “final.”
B. Second Type of Discharge.
The second, less-common type of discharge is one giving rise to the concept of Judicial Clemency. Judicial Clemency
has been recognized by the Court of Criminal Appeals, Cuellar v. State, 70 S.W.3d 815 (Tex.Crim.App. 2002). This type of
discharge is not a matter of right, but is a matter of “Judicial Clemency” within the trial court’s sole discretion. According
to this theory, when a trial judge believes that a person on community supervision is completely rehabilitated and is ready
to re-take his place as a law-abiding member of society, the trial judge may set aside the verdict or permit the defendant to
withdraw his plea, and shall dismiss the accusation, complaint, information or indictment against the defendant, who shall
thereafter be released from all penalties and disabilities resulting from the offense or crime of which he has been convicted
or to which he has pled guilty. If a judge chooses to exercise his discretion to grant Judicial Clemency, the defendant is
free to walk away from the courtroom released from all penalties and disabilities resulting from the conviction. Although
a person who successfully completes all the terms and conditions of community supervision must be discharged from
community supervision, whether to dismiss the indictment and set aside the conviction is wholly within the discretion of
the trial court.
8. Defendant Requests Judicial Clemency.
Since being released from probation, RODNEY GLENN GRAY has had difficulty overcoming the record of conviction
reported in such sources as “backgroundchecks.com,” a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit “V.”
Additionally, although RODNEY GLENN GRAY has obtained a Bachelor of Science degree from Texas A & M University at
Kingsville in the subject of Kinesiology Education, he has had difficulty in obtaining a job as a result of his criminal record.
Specifically, and without limitation, RODNEY GLENN GRAY has obtained a job as a teacher, but was fired because of his
criminal record; has obtained a job at Acadamy, but was fired after two weeks because of his criminal record; has applied
for jobs with the Houston, Katy, Klein, and Alief Independent School Districts, but was turned down because of his record;
and has applied for, but been unable to secure, jobs with at least fifty (50) employers. The grant of Judicial Clemency from
the court would enable RODNEY GLENN GRAY to obtain and maintain employment.

M

9. Prayer.
Wherefore, RODNEY GLENN GRAY requests the Court grant him Judicial Clemency with respect to the abovelisted offenses. RODNEY GLENN GRAY prays for general relief.
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Procedure, Article 42.12, Section 3d(c); and the indictment against such defendant is hereby dismissed and the defendant be
and is released from all penalties and disabilities resulting from the crime or offense of the defendant for which defendant
was brought into court, except that proof of said probation period shall be known to the Court should the defendant again
be brought before the Court for any criminal offense.
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Respectfully submitted,

								
								
								
								
								
								

CONRAD DAY
Attorney-at-Law
18 W. Main
Bellville, Texas 77418-1440
Tel: (979) 865-9103
Fax: (979) 865-9104

		
								
								
								

By:
_____________________________________
CONRAD DAY
State Bar No. 05607550
Attorney for RODNEY GLENN GRAY

Notice of Hearing
Notice is hereby given that a hearing will be held on the above and foregoing Motion for Judicial Clemency on the
20th day of February, 2007, at 9:00 A.M.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that on February 16, 2007, a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing document was served
on the District Attorney’s Office, Washington County, Texas, by hand delivery.

CONRAD DAY

M
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STATE OF TEXAS				
						
VS.						
						
RODNEY GLENN GRAY

§				
IN THE DISTRICT COURT
§
§			
OF WASHINGTON COUNTY, TEXAS
§
§			
21ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT

ORDER GRANTING JUDICIAL CLEMENCY
On this 20th day of February, 2007, this Court considered the Motion for Judicial Clemency of Defendant, RODNEY
GLENN GRAY. After having considered the evidence and argument of counsel, the Court is of the opinion that said Motion
is good, and should be GRANTED.
The Court finds that RODNEY GLENN GRAY is completely rehabilitated and is ready to re-take his place as a
law-abiding member of society. The Court further finds that RODNEY GLENN GRAY is entitled to an Order of Judicial
Clemency in Cause No. 12,043 and in Cause No. 12,044. The Court further finds that such an order is in the best interest
of society and in the best interest of RODNEY GLENN GRAY.
IT IS, THEREFORE, ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that
the judgment in Cause No. 12,043 be, and it is hereby, SET ASIDE.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the judgment in Cause No. 12,044 be, and it
is hereby, SET ASIDE.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the plea of guilty in Cause No.
12,043 be, and it is hereby, SET ASIDE.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the plea of guilty in Cause No. 12,044 be, and
it is hereby, SET ASIDE.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that all charges, accusations, complaints, and
indictments in Cause No. 12,043 be, and they are, hereby, DISMISSED.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that all charges, accusations, complaints, and
indictments in Cause No. 12,044 be, and they are, hereby, DISMISSED.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that RODNEY GLENN GRAY be, and he is hereby,
hereafter RELEASED FROM ALL PENALTIES AND DISABILITIES RESULTING FROM THE OFFENSES OR CRIMES
OF WHICH HE HAS BEEN CONVICTED OR TO WHICH HE HAS PLED GUILTY IN CAUSE NO. 12,043.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that RODNEY GLENN GRAY be, and he is hereby,
hereafter RELEASED FROM ALL PENALTIES AND DISABILITIES RESULTING FROM THE OFFENSES OR CRIMES
OF WHICH HE HAS BEEN CONVICTED OR TO WHICH HE HAS PLED GUILTY IN CAUSE NO. 12,044.

M

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that RODNEY GLENN GRAY be, and he is hereby,
GRANTED JUDICIAL CLEMENCY IN CAUSE NO. 12,043.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that RODNEY GLENN GRAY be, and he is hereby,
GRANTED JUDICIAL CLEMENCY IN CAUSE NO. 12,044.
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that RODNEY GLENN GRAY be, and he is
hereby, FREE TO WALK AWAY FROM THE COURTROOM RELEASED FROM ALL PENALTIES AND DISABILITIES
RESULTING FROM THE CONVICTION IN CAUSE NO. 12,043.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that RODNEY GLENN GRAY be, and he is
hereby, FREE TO WALK AWAY FROM THE COURTROOM RELEASED FROM ALL PENALTIES AND DISABILITIES
RESULTING FROM THE CONVICTION IN CAUSE NO. 12,044.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that any and all public or private criminal record
reporting services, including, without limitation, backgroundchecks.com, be, and they are hereby, ORDERED to remove
any and all indications that RODNEY GLENN GRAY has been convicted of, or suffers any disabilities from, having been
arrested, charged, indicted for, or otherwise accused of the offenses underlying Washington County Cause No. 12,043;
The State of Texas vs. Rodney Glenn Gray; In the District Court of Washington County, Texas, 21st Judicial District; and/
or Cause No. 12,044; The State of Texas vs. Rodney Glenn Gray; In the District Court of Washington County, Texas, 21st
Judicial District.

Signed on February ____, 2007.

_________________________________________
JUDGE PRESIDING

M
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[ thanks! ]

[ texas criminal trial college]

On March 25-30, 2007, the Criminal Defense Lawyers Project of TCDLA held the

30th Annual Texas Criminal Trial College
at the BETO Criminal Justice Center, Sam Houston State University in Huntsville, Texas. The board of TCDLA would like
to thank the Court of Criminal Appeals for their financial support of this year’s College. In addition, the board thanks
Tim Evans and Lydia Clay-Jackon, deans,
all the faculty and College participants for making this year’s 30th College a success for justice in Texas.
The board encourges TCDLA members to contact this year’s College participants from their area to
offer congratulations and assistance as these lawyers defend the rights of the accused.

[ staff ]

Don Richard, Big Spring

Jenny Henley, Abilene
Virginia Hermosa, Austin

Denise Garza, Austin

Stanley Schneider, Houston
George Secrest, Houston

Robert Hernandez, Dallas

Richard Segura, Austin

Matt Horak, Houston

Bill White, Austin

Calvin Jackson, Houston

Randy Wilson, Abilene

Misty King, Dumas

Miriam Herrera, Austin
Tiffany Martin, Austin
Joseph Martinez, Austin
Melissa Schank, Austin

[ faculty ]
Richard Anderson, Austin
Susan Anderson, Dallas
Frank Blazek, Huntsville
Stephen Brittain, Austin
Brent Cahill, Navasota
Lydia Clay-Jackson, Conroe
John Convery, San Antonio
Darlina Crowder, McKinney
Mark Daniel, Fort Worth
Danny Easterling, Houston
Michele Esparza, Bryan
Tim Evans, Fort Worth
Lance Evans, Fort Worth
Bruce Green, Huntsville
David Guinn, Lubbock
Rusty Guyer, San Antonio
Emmett Harris, Uvalde
Mike Head, Athens
Mike Heiskell, Fort Worth
Cynthia Henley, Houston
Jo Ellen Hewins, Corpus Christi
Bill Hines, Austin
Chris Hoover, Dallas
Linda Icenhauer-Ramirez, Austin
Craig Jett, Dallas
Robert Jones, Austin
Jeff Kearney, Fort Worth
Jim Lavine, Houston
Constance Luedicke, Corpus Christi
Bobby Mims, Tyler
Tyrone Moncriffe, Houston
Emily Munoz-Detoto, Houston
David O’Neil, Huntsville
Kelly Pace, Tyler
Tom Pappas, Dallas

Richard King, Edinburg

[ students ]
Michael Antalan, Houston
Marjorie Bachman, Austin
Scott Ball, Stephenville
Sara Barrientes, Austin
Gene Beaty, Dallas
Matthew Belcher, Wichita Falls
Austin Black, Conroe
Brian Bouffard, Fort Worth
Chris Brasure, Edinburg
Doyle Bunch, Dallas
Charles Burgess, Fort Worth
Nickie Burkhart, Lubbock
Rebecca Bustamante, San Antonio
Stephen Byrne, Corpus Christie
Vicki Carter, Abilene
Virginia Carter, Fort Worth
Julian Castaneda, Edinburg
Alberto Chaires, San Antonio
Elia Cornejo-Lopez, Brownsville
Scott Cornuaud, Quinlan
Joshua Davis, Denton
Philip Defriend, Huntsville
Earl Dobson, Denton
Melissa DuBose, Dallas
Tony Duckett, Sugarland
Stephen Duplantis, Dallas
Pete Espinosa, Edinburg
Toria Finch, Austin
Don Flanary, San Antonio
Eric Flores, Corpus Christie
Gerardo Flores, Corpus Christie
Curtis Fortinberry, Fort Worth
Veronica Garza, Corpus Christie
Jennifer Gravley, Fort Worth
Paul Guillotte, Athens
Sarah Gunter, Lubbock

Hope Knight, Huntsville
Michael Lehmann, Dallas
Denton Lessman, Waco
Charles Mais, Lubbock
Danna Mayhall, Athens
Miranda Meador, Huntsville
Beverly Melontree, Houston
Michael Montoya, Lubbock
Rachel Moore, Fort Worth
Anthony Muharib, Houston
Brandon Mullen, Houston
Rogelio Munoz, Uvalde
Henry Nguyen, Houston
Danice Obregon, Corpus Christie
Joel Page, Dallas
David Person, Houston
Willie Powell, Houston
Letitia Quinones-Barrett, Houston
Mark Racer, Wharton
Victor Ramirez, Brownsville
Leon Reed, Fort Worth
Adam Rodrigue, Corpus Christie
Sarah Roland, Denton
Roberto Sanchez, El Paso
Stephen Simonsen, Conroe
Tracy Sorensen, Huntsville
Chuck Sullivan, San Antonio
Seth Sutton, Waco
Alexzandra Taylor, Houston
Charles Vance, Houston
Amber Veitenheimer, Wichita Falls
Ronald Voyles, Huntsville
Paul Walcutt, Austin
Brian Walker, Marshall
Amanda Webb, Houston
James West, Amarillo
Sarah Wood, Richmond
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Significant Decisions Report
SUPREME COURT
Cert to. 11th Circuit Affirmed
Florida attempted burglary is a “violent felony” under the Armed Career Criminal Act
(ACC A)
James v. United States, __U.S.__, 127 S. Ct. 1586, 167 L. Ed. 2d 532 (2007); Opinion:
Alito (5-4)

:: Cynthia Hampton

:: Tim Crooks

:: Bryan Owens
| 30

James was convicted of possession of a firearm, with three prior felonies, one of
which was attempted burglary. The main inquiry was whether the defendant’s felony
of attempted burglary would satisfy the residual crime provision in the ACCA. James
argued that the residual clause of the ACCA expressly mentioned attempted use of
armed force but failed to mention attempted burglary, thus the intent of the legislature
was to excuse this particular crime. Defendant also argued that Florida law has extended
the definition of attempted burglary to any overt act toward commission of the offense;
mere preparatory work would constitute the offense while refraining from harming
others. The government argued that any act taken towards a burglary would constitute
potential harm towards others. The district court convicted James of possession of a
firearm after having been convicted of three prior felonies. The Government appealed,
and the defendant cross-appealed. The 11th Circuit vacated the sentence and remanded.
James then applied for certiorari which was granted.
Held: When an attempt offense that involves any conduct which poses a threat
of physical harm to others, it may qualify as a predicate for application of the
Armed Career Criminal Act (ACCA). The Supreme Court rejected James arguments
and held that an attempted burglary constituted a “violent felony” under the ACCA.
James reading of the Florida law would make it unduly narrow. Judgment is therefore
affirmed.
Cert. to CCA – Reversed/remanded
Case finally escapes appellate: old capital jury instructions were erroneous, and error
was harmful
Smith v. Texas, __U.S.__, 127 S.Ct. 1686, 167 L.Ed. 2d 632 (2007); Opinion: Kennedy
(5-4)
Smith killed Jennifer Soto, a former co-worker, while robbing the Taco Bell where she
was employed. After his state court conviction of capital murder was affirmed on appeal,

VOICE

Held: When there is a reasonable likelihood the
jury believed it was not permitted to consider mitigating
evidence, the petitioner is entitled to relief under state
harmless-error framework. The requirement that Smith
show egregious harm was predicated on a misunderstanding of the federal right that Smith asserted. Once Smith had
established the existence of instructional error that was
preserved by a proper objection, he needed only to show he
suffered “some harm” from that error, not “egregious harm.”
Along the way, Supremes noted that CCA “misunderstood
the interplay of Penry I and Penry II, and it mistook which
of Smith’s claims furnished the basis for this Court’s opinion
in Smith I. These errors of federal law led the state court to
conclude Smith had not preserved at trial the claim this Court
vindicated in Smith I, even when the Court of Criminal Appeals previously had held Smith’s claim of Penry error was
preserved. The state court’s error of federal law cannot be the
predicate for requiring Smith to show egregious harm. Ake v.
Oklahoma, 470 U. S. 68, 75 (1985).” Also, CCA is “required to
defer to our finding of Penry error, which is to say our finding
that Smith has shown there was a reasonable likelihood that
the jury interpreted the special issues to foreclose adequate
consideration of his mitigating evidence. See Johnson v. Texas,
509 U. S. 350, 367 (1993). Accordingly, it appears Smith is
entitled to relief under the state harmless-error framework.”
In other words, because CCA ignored the Supremes’ former
decision, its judgment is once again reversed, and case is
remanded to that court for further proceedings (presumably
it will reverse like it was supposed to do the first time).
Cert. to 5th Cir. – Reversed/remanded
Jury instructions not allowing jury to consider mitigation
were unconstitutional
Brewer v. Quarterman, __U.S.__, 127 S.Ct. 1706, 167 L.Ed.

2d 622 (2007)); Opinion: Stevens (5-4)
During the penalty phase of his capital murder trial, Brewer
introduced evidence of childhood abuse and mental illness.
Prosecution used this evidence to show propensity for future
criminal behavior, but trial court denied Brewer’s request for
jury instructions giving effect to the mitigating nature of the
evidence. CCA affirmed conviction and death sentence on
direct appeal. Brewer won in federal district court, which
granted relief on habeas corpus. However, 5th Circuit reversed the grant of relief.
Held: Jury instructions in a death penalty case must
allow the jury to consider constitutionally relevant mitigating factors. The jury instructions at Brewer’s trial failed
to allow the jury to give necessary moral consideration to
mitigating factors necessarily relevant to a decision involving
capital punishment. Court determined that Texas’ recognition of “special issues” focus only on the state of mind of the
defendant and the likelihood s/he will commit future crimes,
without taking into account constitutionally relevant mitigating factors necessary to the moral implications of capital
punishment. In effect, the evidence functioned as a “twoedged sword,” proving future propensity, but not mitigating
culpability. In addition, Court held state statutes may not
prevent a jury from considering evidence which may justify
handing down a sentence of life imprisonment instead of the
death penalty, and that juries must be allowed to give a moral
response to evidence which calls a defendant’s culpability into
question.
Cert. to 5th Cir. – Reversed/remanded
Jury must hear mitigation evidence during punishment
phase
Abdul-Kabir v. Quarterman, __U.S.__, 127 S. Ct. 1654, 167
L.Ed. 2d 585 (2007); Opinion: Stevens (5-4)
Abdul-Kabir, formerly known as Ted Calvin Cole, robbed
and killed Raymond Richardson. During his capital murder
punishment trial Cole requested the jury consider mitigating
evidence of his childhood abuse when considering the special
issues of the moral culpability of his action, and the probability that he was a future threat to society. The trial court and
CCA held that such evidence could not be considered by the
sentencing jury in reaching a decision of the special issues.
Federal court denied relief on a writ, and 5th Circuit affirmed,
relying on circuit precedent that required a nexus between
a permanent handicap and the crime. Fifth Circuit actually
affirmed the district court’s ruling twice. The second time was
after Supremes held the so-called “nexus test” for mitigation
had no merit, but 5th Circuit concluded on remand that the
jury gave full consideration to the mitigating evidence.
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the trial court recommended relief in his state writ in part on
grounds of an unconstitutional jury instruction. (Penry error.)
However, CCA denied relief, holding in relevant part that the
state court was not required to give a special instruction to the
jury allowing it to consider Smith’s background as a mitigating
circumstance, as required by Penry v. Johnson, because the
evidence of mental retardation did not demonstrate that he
suffered from a “uniquely severe permanent handicap,” and
that his crime was attributable to the condition. Ex parte
Smith, 185 S.W.3d 455 (Tex.Crim.App. 2006). Supremes
reversed and remanded in light of Tennard v. Dretke, which
held that the Texas screening test for “constitutionally significant” evidence was itself unconstitutional. On remand, CCA,
after holding the error was not preserved, subjected it to an
Almanza analysis and held the possible constitutional error
in the jury instruction was not so “egregiously injurious” to
Smith’s right to have the jury evaluate his mitigation evidence
that he did not receive a fair trial.
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Held: A defendant cannot be sentenced to capital
punishment unless the sentencing jury has been able to
evaluate all evidence which might mitigate the defendant’s mental culpability. The Court held that any mitigating
evidence which might go towards Cole’s mental culpability
should be considered by the sentencing jury. CCA effectively ignored prior jurisprudence establishing a sentencing
jury must be able to give any mitigating evidence of Cole’s
moral culpability meaningful effect or else the sentence for
capital punishment would be invalid. Judgment is therefore
reversed.
FIFTH CIRCUIT
Standing; lesser-included instruction; post-arrest interview; extraneous offenses
United States v. Finley, 477 F.3d 250 (5th Cir. 2007), cert.
denied 167 L.Ed. 2d 790 (2007)
(1) Defendant had standing to challenge DEA’s search of
cellphone issued to defendant by defendant’s employer;
defendant had a possessory interest in the phone, and the
lack of a property interest was not dispositive where (1)
employer permitted defendant to use phone for his own
personal purposes; (2) defendant took normal precautions
to maintain his privacy in the phone; and (3) defendant could
reasonably have expected to be free from intrusion into his
phone use from both the government and the general public;
defendant thus had a reasonable expectation of privacy in the
cellphone call records and text messages on the cell phone;
on the merits, however, the 5th Circuit held that the DEA’s
warrantless search of the cellphone’s call records and text
messages was lawful as a search incident to defendant’s arrest;
a search incident to arrest is not limited simply to weapons
or instruments of escape on the arrestee’s person; rather, it
may also encompass a search for evidence of the arrestee’s
crime on his person in order to preserve it for trial; moreover,
the permissible scope of a search incident to a lawful arrest
extends to containers found on the arrestee’s person; the 5th
Circuit analogized the search of the cellphone to a search of
a closed container on the defendant’s person.
(2) In prosecution for aiding and abetting possession of
methamphetamine with intent to distribute, district court
did not err or abuse its discretion in refusing to instruct the
jury on the lesser-included offense of simple possession of
methamphetamine; the defendant’s claim to a lesser-included
instruction was based on one stash of methamphetamine
found in pill bottles in a trash can in defendant’s van, but
the defendant’s prosecution was in fact based on a different
stash of methamphetamine, in a cigarette package given by
the co-defendant to the informant; the lesser-included offense of the one for which defendant was prosecuted would
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have been simple possession of the methamphetamine in
the cigarette package, but the jury could not rationally have
acquitted defendant of aiding and abetting possession with
intent to distribute that methamphetamine but convicted
him of simple possession, since defendant’s only defense to
that charge was his lack of knowledge that the co-defendant
intended to distribute methamphetamine — a defense which,
if accepted, would have meant he was not guilty of either the
greater or the lesser offense.
(3) Where, in a tape-recording and transcript of a post-arrest
interview (both of which were admitted at trial), the interrogating police officers told defendant he was not telling
the truth, defendant was not entitled to a limiting instruction instructing the jury to disregard any comments about
defendant’s veracity; the accusations of untruthfulness were
made in the context of police questioning, and the jury was
permitted to hear the comments in their context; the jury
would certainly have understood that the officers investigating defendant would not have believed him, and the jury
would not have afforded those officers remarks in the context
of the interview any more weight than they would have afforded the fact that the government also disbelieved him and
decided to prosecute him.
(4) In prosecution for possession of methamphetamine with
intent to distribute, district court did not err in admitting,
pursuant to Fed. R. Evid. 404(b), evidence of defendant’s
past methamphetamine purchases from co-defendant, or
defendant’s past distribution of narcotics; this evidence was
relevant to show defendant’s motive and intent; moreover, the
evidence’s probative value was not substantially outweighed
by the prejudicial effect of the evidence; the district court
may have abused its discretion in admitting evidence of defendant’s cocaine and methamphetamine use while he was in
high school; however, any error in this regard was harmless,
in light of the more-than-sufficient proof of defendant’s guilt
absent this evidence and the district court’s two admonishments to the jury to consider the evidence for very limited
purposes only.
Exhaustion; ineffective assistance of counsel
Conner v. Quarterman, 477 F.3d 287 (5th Cir. 2007)
(1) Defendant’s claim of ineffective assistance of counsel
was sufficiently exhausted in the state court to qualify it for
federal habeas review; even though defendant presented
additional evidence in connection with the federal habeas
proceeding, the state court had before it enough evidence to
adequately consider that claim; however, because defendant
did not diligently develop the factual basis for his claim in
state court (the lack of a state evidentiary hearing not constituting an excuse for this failing), the federal habeas court

VOICE
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Evidence held sufficient; improper notice of expert testimony did not require its exclusion.
United States v. Cuellar, 478 F.3d 282 (5th Cir. Feb. 2, 2007)
(en banc)

(2) In prosecution for capital murder in the course of a robbery, trial counsel did not provide defendant with ineffective
assistance of counsel by failing to investigate defendant’s condition, resulting from a leg injury in 1996, that purportedly
caused defendant to limp on his right side a condition which,
defendant alleged, would have impeached the testimony of
the eyewitnesses to the crime, none of whom testified that the
perpetrator had a limp; defendant could not show prejudice
resulting from his counsel’s alleged deficiency, given the other
evidence against him that was unaffected by any impeachment value that the evidence would have had.

(1) A divided panel had originally held (441 F.3d 329 (5th
Cir. 2006)) that the evidence was insufficient to sustain conviction of defendant for international money laundering in
violation of 18 U.S.C. §1956(a)(2)(B)(i) because (1) the government failed to prove that the defendant’s transportation
of the money was designed in whole or in part to conceal or
disguise its nature, location, source, ownership or control, or
that defendant knew that his actions were designed to help
launder the money, and (2) defendant’s act of taking hidden
cash to Mexico was not money laundering in the absence of
proof of some further design to conceal. On rehearing en
banc, however, the 5th Circuit held that there was no requirement that the government prove that the transportation of
the money was designed, at least in part, to conceal the funds
once they reach the ultimate destination outside the country;
here, the surreptitious mode in which the money was carried
in defendant’s vehicle sufficiently established the concealment
prong of this statute. (Judge Smith filed a dissenting opinion
on this point, in which he was joined in full by Judge DeMoss
and joined in part by Judge Dennis.)

16-level enhancement for kidnapping was OK.
United States v. Gonzalez-Ramirez, 477 F.3d 310 (5th Cir.
2007)
District court did not err in applying a 16-level “crime of
violence” sentencing enhancement to defendant under USSG
§2L1.2, because defendant’s prior Tennessee conviction for
attempted kidnapping fell within the generic, contemporary
meaning of kidnapping, an enumerated crime of violence in
the commentary to USSG §2L1.2.
Burden on defendant to show negotiated amounts of
drugs should not count as part of base.
United States v. Davis, 478 F.3d 266 (5th Cir. 2007)
Under Application Note 12 to USSG §2D1.1, negotiated
amounts of drugs should not be counted for purposes of
computing the base offense level under §2D1.1 if either (1)
the defendant did not intend to provide or purchase the
agreed-upon quantity, or (2) a defendant was not reasonably
capable of providing or purchasing the agreed-upon quantity;
the district court erred in concluding that both prongs of
the test had to be satisfied in order for drugs to be excluded
from the Guideline calculus under this Application Note;
however, the defendant has the burden of persuasion that he
comes under this Application Note; in this case, the evidence
was undisputed that defendant did not intend to deliver the
agreed-upon quantity of drugs, but rather planned to rip off
the confidential informant purchaser; therefore, the district
court erred in counting that quantity of drugs in computing the Guideline base offense level; moreover, the error
was not harmless, notwithstanding the fact that the district
court made an upward departure for criminal history underrepresentation under USSG §4A1.3, because the erroneously
high Guideline range served as a frame of reference for the
upward departure.

(2) Even though government violated Fed. R. Crim. P. 16(a)
(1)(G) by failing to give defendant the required notice of the
content of expert testimony to be given by a government
agent (about drug smuggling operations and methods used
to transport drugs and money into and out of the United
States), that violation did not require exclusion of the witness’s testimony, the most extreme sanction possible, where
the government’s notice notified defendant of (1) the fact
that the government intended to call the agent as an expert
witness and (2) the subject of his expected testimony. (Judge
Smith filed a dissenting opinion as to this point, in which
he was joined in full by Judge DeMoss and joined in part by
Judge Dennis.)
(3) Some of government agent’s expert testimony about drug
smuggling operations and methods used to transport drugs
and money into and out of the United States constituted
improper drug courier profile evidence; however, the admission of that evidence did not require reversal of defendant’s
conviction on plain-error review, where defendant did not
show that it affected his substantial rights.
Illegal alien buying gun constituted probable cause for
warrantless arrest
United States v. Nunez-Sanchez, 478 F.3d 663 (5th Cir.
2007)
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improperly granted an evidentiary hearing under 28 U.S.C.
§2254(e)(2), and the 5th Circuit declined to consider the
additional evidence developed at that hearing in evaluating
defendant’s claim.
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(1) ATF agents had probable cause to believe that defendant
had committed the crime of possession of ammunition by an
illegal alien, thus allowing them to effect a warrantless arrest
of defendant; probable cause requires that the police officer’s
knowledge must establish that there was a fair probability that
a crime occurred, meaning something more than a bare suspicion, but less than the 50 percent mark; here, the informant’s
tip that defendant was an illegal alien who would attempt to
purchase a firearm from a dealer who did not require an ATF
background check was both specific and corroborated by the
agent’s personal observation of defendant’s behavior.

of counseling; finally, the fact that the district court also
imposed a 10-year supervised release term did not properly
justify a below-Guidelines term of imprisonment, where the
10-year term was itself below the life supervised release that
Congress and the Sentencing Commission recommended for
convicted sex offenders. accordingly, the 5th Circuit vacated
the sentence and remanded for resentencing.

(2) Even if defendant, suspected of being an illegal alien in
possession of ammunition, was arrested at the time ATF
agents approached him in the parking lot at a gun show,
the agents failure to provide Miranda warnings prior to the
first inquiry into defendant’s immigration status did not require the suppression of statements made during a second,
post-Miranda warning confession; there was no evidence,
as required by Missouri v. Seibert, 542 U.S. 600 (2004), of a
deliberate attempt by the agents to use a two-step strategy
in this case, i.e., purposefully violating Miranda with the
design of exploiting the violation to lay the groundwork for
a confession after the administration of Miranda warnings;
accordingly, under Oregon v. Elstad, 470 U.S. 298 (1985), the
relevant inquiry was whether in fact the second statement
was voluntarily made; in the absence of any evidence of coercive questioning, and given the evidence that the tone of the
questioning was conversational, the 5th Circuit found that
the second statement was voluntary and hence not subject
to suppression.

In tax fraud case, district court did not err in calculating the
tax loss attributable to defendant; where corporate monies
were fraudulently treated as wages paid to family members,
defendant was not entitled to offset the tax loss by the excess
payments of Social Security taxes on behalf of those family
members; the tax loss is the intended loss, not the actual
loss; the amount of tax loss that defendant intended to cause
should not be reduced simply because his scheme to defraud
apparently inadvertently caused payment of excess Social
Security taxes.			

Below guideline range sentence for kiddy porn was unreasonable — resentencing ordered
United States v. Perrin, 478 F.3d 672 (5th Cir. 2007)
In prosecution of defendant convicted of possession of child
pornography, non-Guideline sentence of 60 months imprisonment and 10 years of supervised release — well below the
Guideline range of 108-135 months ultimately found by the
district court — was unreasonable; the district court did not
adequately consider the nature and the circumstances of the
offense, 18 U.S.C. §3553(a)(1), or the need for the sentence
imposed to reflect the seriousness of the offense, to promote
respect for the law, and to provide just punishment for the
offense, 18 U.S.C.§3553(a)(2)(A), because the district court
failed to account for the particularly depraved content or
the numerosity of the child pornography images possessed;
additionally, the district court’s variance was erroneously
based on factors that were already accounted for by the
Guidelines, namely, (1) the fact that defendant only possessed,
and did not produce, the child pornography in question; and
(2) defendant’s contrition and voluntary commencement
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Intended loss, not actual loss, is the correct figure for
calculating tax fraud
United States v. Phelps, 478 F.3d 680 (5th Cir. 2007)

Illegal entry was not relevant conduct for possession of
weed, but was separate offense
United States v. Yerena-Magana, 478 F.3d 683 (5th Cir.
2007)
Where defendant was discovered illegally present in the
United States along with more than 900 kilograms of marijuana, defendant’s illegal entry into the United States was
not “relevant conduct” with respect to his drug offenses, but
rather a severable and distinct offense within the meaning of
USSG §4A1.2(a)(1); the district court therefore did not err
in assigning two Guideline criminal history points for the
sixty-day sentence imposed for the illegal entry case.
False immigration documents: definition
United States v. Uvalle-Patricio, 478 F.3d 699 (5th Cir.
2007)
The offense of the knowing possession of “blank [immigration] permit[s]”, in violation of the second paragraph of 18
U.S.C. §1546(a), encompasses the possession of both genuine
and false immigration documents.
Officers can’t create their own exigent circumstances for
warrantless arrest: case reversed
United States v. Gomez-Moreno, 479 F.3d 350 (5th Cir.
2007)
Police officers’ warrantless entry into defendant’s residence
to search for illegal aliens was impermissible where the po-
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knowledge that defendant was illegally present in the United
States on September 28, 1999, when the automated immigration system identified him as having a prior deportation based
on an aggravated felony conviction; defendant was therefore
found in the United States more than five years before the indictment was returned; accordingly, the 5th Circuit reversed
defendant’s conviction and dismissed the indictment.

Florida conviction for aggravated battery was crime of
violence
United States v. Dominguez, 479 F.3d 345 (5th Cir. 2007)

United States v. Austin, 479 F.3d 363 (5th Cir. 2007)
In Medicare fraud case, defendant was not entitled to have
the fraud loss amount reduced by the value of assets pledged
after the offense was discovered; nor was defendant entitled
to have the loss amount of repayments and assets pledged
as the result of Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceedings on the
theory that these amounts related back to the Chapter 11 filing date, which predated the discovery of the instant offense;
however, the district court did plainly err in failing to apply
a $643,388 credit against loss on the basis of pension plan
benefits actually funded; this error plainly had an impact on
the amount of restitution to which defendant was subject;
accordingly, the 5th Circuit vacated the order of restitution
and remanded for resentencing with regard to restitution.

Defendant’s prior Florida conviction for aggravated battery
qualified as a “crime of violence” under USSG §2L1.2(b)(1)
(A); as pared down by the indictment in that case, the elements of defendant’s offense were that he intentionally (1)
touched or struck the victim (2) with a deadly weapon (3)
against the victim’s will; the touching of an individual with a
deadly weapon creates a sufficient threat of force to qualify
as a “crime of violence”; therefore, defendant’s offense had
as an element at least a threatened use of force.
Pro se defendant sufficiently exhausted state remedies
Johnson v. Quarterman, 479 F.3d 358 (5th Cir. 2007)
Pro se habeas petitioner sufficiently briefed the question of
exhaustion of state remedies to bring that question before
the 5th Circuit; on the merits of the exhaustion question, 5th
Circuit held that petitioner did, on direct appeal, sufficiently
exhaust the claim that his lawyer was ineffective for failing
to challenge the search warrant’s validity on the grounds
that the police officers added his name, where he raised
that issue in his response to his attorney’s Anders brief and
where, in his petition for discretionary review, he discussed
the relevant case law; under these circumstances, the issue
was fairly presented to the state courts; accordingly, the 5th
Circuit reversed the district court’s judgment dismissing the
habeas petition for failure to exhaust and remanded for an
examination of the merits of petitioner’s ineffective assistance
claim. 			
Indictment dismissed where SOL had run for illegal immigration charge
United States v. Gunera, 479 F.3d 373 (5th Cir. 2007)
Indictment filed on December 20, 2004 that charged defendant with being found unlawfully present in the United
States after deportation, in violation of 8 U.S.C. §1326, was
filed beyond the five-year statute of limitations and was
therefore untimely; for purposes of the statute of limitations,
immigration authorities could reasonably be attributed actual

No reduction of fraud loss for Medicare fraud case

Evidence sufficient to prove jurisdiction when crime committed on military base
United States v. Reff, 479 F.3d 396 (5th Cir. 2007)
Although 5th Circuit once again questioned the precedent
holding that the government need only prove the territorial
jurisdiction of the United States by a preponderance of the
evidence, the 5th Circuit held that it need not resolve that
question in this case, since the evidence was sufficient to
prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the murder here occurred within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States
(i.e., on the Fort Hood military base).
Deferred is a conviction
United States v. Washington, 480 F.3d 309 (5th Cir. 2007)
(1) Although defendant argued that his failure to fully debrief,
leading to his inability to qualify for the safety valve, 18 U.S.C.
§3553(f ); USSG §5C1.2, should be excused because his lack
of cooperation was based in part on his fear of reprisal, the
5th Circuit, joining eight other circuits, declined to create
a fear-of-consequences exception to the safety valve; full
disclosure is the price Congress has attached to relief under
the safety valve.
(2) District court did not err in denying defendant’s motion
to withdraw his guilty plea without holding an evidentiary
hearing; furthermore, the district court’s order denying that
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lice themselves, by making a show of force and demanding
entry into the residence, created the exigent circumstances
purportedly justifying the warrantless entry and search; furthermore, defendant’s later-given consent to search her home
was not an independent act of free will, given the closeness
in time between the initial unconstitutional raid and the
consent she gave, the absence of intervening circumstances,
and the flagrancy of the initial unconstitutional raid into and
the search of her home.
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motion was not insufficient for failing to analyze the factors
whose consideration was mandated by United States v. Carr,
740 F.2d 339, 343-44 (5th Cir. 1984), where it was clear that
the district court had applied the correct legal standard in
making its decision, and where the district court reached an
appropriate result.
(3) A Texas deferred adjudication counts as a conviction
under USSG §4B1.1 for purposes of the Guidelines career
offender provisions.
Defective indictment did not require reversal
United States v. McGilberry, 480 F.3d 326 (5th Cir. 2007)
(1) Indictment charging defendant with an offense under
18 U.S.C. §924(c) was plainly defective; §924(c) proscribes
using or carrying a firearm during and in relation to any drug
trafficking crime or possessing a firearm in furtherance of
such a crime; here, the indictment erroneously combined
the two prongs by charging defendant with possessing a
firearm during and in relation to a drug trafficking crime;
however, this error did not, on plain-error review, require
reversal of defendant’s conviction because (1) the evidence
that defendant used or carried the firearm in question was
essentially uncontroverted, and the jury’s verdict necessarily
included a finding that defendant used or carried the firearm
in question; and (2) the jury was properly instructed on the
elements of §924(c).
(2) Indictment charging defendant with possessing a
firearm during and in relation to a drug trafficking crime, in
violation of 18 U.S.C. §924(c), was arguably constructively
amended when district court instructed the jury that it could
convict defendant if it found that he knowingly carried a
firearm during and in relation to the drug trafficking crime;
however, this error did not, on plain-error review, require
reversal of defendant’s conviction because (1) the instructions only narrowed the grounds for conviction, rather than
expanding the bases on which defendant could be convicted,
and an instruction that does not broaden the possible bases
for conviction does not constitute a constructive amendment
(at least not a reversible one); and (2) the instructions correctly stated a ground for conviction under §924(c).
No Sixth Amendment violation when judge responded to
jury note without notifying trial counsel
United States v. Hillsman, 480 F.3d 333 (5th Cir. 2007)
Defendant’s Sixth Amendment right to counsel was not
violated when the district court responded to a jury note
without first giving defense counsel an opportunity to object
to the response; 5th Circuit first held that plain-error review
was inapplicable, because, even though defendant did not
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object to the district court’s supplemental instruction until
his motion for new trial, he did not know about the district
court’s supplemental instruction until after the verdict was
announced; on the merits, the 5th Circuit held that the district court’s submission of the supplemental instruction did
not constitute a “critical stage” of the prosecution, because
the supplemental instruction was simply for the jury to refer to the instructions it was previously given; accordingly,
counsel’s absence from this portion of the proceedings did
not constitute a violation of the Sixth Amendment requiring per se reversal under United States v. Cronic, 466 U.S.
648 (1984).
Prior state conviction for lewd proposal to child required
15-year mandatory sentence
United States v. Hubbard, 480 F.3d 341 (5th Cir. 2007)
Defendant’s prior Oklahoma conviction for attempting to
make lewd or indecent proposals to a child under 16 — in
violation of Okla. Stat. tit. 21, §§1123(A)(1) & (C), 42(1) —
constituted a “prior conviction ... under the laws of any State
relating to aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse, or abusive
sexual conduct involving a minor” under 18 U.S.C. §2252A(b)
(1), thus requiring a 15-year mandatory minimum sentence
upon defendant’s conviction for distributing child pornography in violation of 18 U.S.C. §2252A(a)(2); accordingly,
the 5th Circuit reversed defendant’s 97-month sentence and
remanded for resentencing.
Officers were justified in “visually inspecting” paraplegic
who said he couldn’t get out of car
United States v. Meredith, 480 F.3d 366 (5th Cir. 2007)
Fifth Circuit extended the holdings of Pennsylvania v.
Mimms, 434 U.S. 106, 111 (1977), and Maryland v. Wilson,
519 U.S. 408, 415 (1997) — holding that, upon making a
vehicle stop, the police may order both the driver and any
passengers to exit the vehicle — to hold that, when the police order an occupant of a vehicle to exit the vehicle and
that occupant claims to be physically unable to do so, the
police may then open the occupant’s door and conduct a
minimally necessary visual inspection of the person of that
occupant; further, if this inspection gives rise to articulable
facts constituting reasonable suspicion that the occupant is
armed and dangerous, he may be patted down to the same
extent that he could have been if he had complied with the
order to exit the vehicle; under this extension of Mimms and
Wilson, when defendant passenger informed the police that
he was a paraplegic and thus physically unable to exit the
vehicle, the police were justified in opening the vehicle door
and conducting a visual inspection of defendant; because
that visual inspection gave rise to facts creating a reasonable
suspicion that defendant was armed (a bulge in defendant’s
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was convicted of possession of cocaine and sentenced to 35
years. COA affirmed the conviction holding the error was
harmless. Jones v. State, 179 S.W.3d 770 (Tex. App. — Houston [1st Dist.] 2005)(op. on reh’g).

Booker error was not waived on appeal by defendant’s
guilty plea; however, sentence was reasonable
United States v. Nikonova, 480 F.3d 371 (5th Cir. 2007):

Held: Error in refusing to allow defense counsel to
voir dire on parole is error not subject to a harm analysis.
The State concedes error but contends that, depending on the
circumstances, such an error may or may not be of constitutional dimension. However, this type of error constitutes,
says the CCA, a violation of the Texas Constitution:

(1) Defendant’s plea agreement did not waive her right
to appeal the reasonableness of her sentence; the plea agreement expressly reserved the right to appeal “the applicability of ... Blakely v. Washington[, 542 U.S. 296 (2004),] to the
United States Sentencing Guidelines”; by preserving an appeal based on the applicability of Blakely to the Guidelines,
defendant maintained her right to benefit from the Supreme
Court’s prescribed remedy, in United States v. Booker, 543
U.S. 220 (2005), for the problem (implied by the reasoning
of Blakely) that the then-mandatory Guidelines were unconstitutional; because that remedy was the implementation of
advisory Guidelines with appellate review of sentences for
reasonableness, defendant was thus entitled to appeal the
reasonableness of her sentence (both from the standpoint
of the calculation of the advisory Guidelines and from the
standpoint of whether the district court failed to consider
applicable mitigating factors).
(2) Fifth Circuit held that, given the presumption of
reasonableness attaching to sentences within a properly
calculated Guideline range, it would not apply the standard
of reasonableness review it had articulated in United States v.
Smith, 440 F.3d 704, 708 (5th Cir. 2006); rather, the 5th Circuit
held that the presumption of reasonableness that attaches
to a properly calculated Guideline sentence is rebutted only
where the sentence falls so far afoul of one of the standards in
Smith as to constitute a clear error in the court’s exercise of
its broad sentencing discretion; under this standard, sentence
of defendant, convicted of possession of child pornography,
was not unreasonable.
COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
PDR Opinion
Appellant’s PDR from Harris County — Reversed &
Remanded
CCA sticks to precedent: no harm analysis when defense is
denied proper voir dire question.
Jones v. State, __S.W.3d__ (Tex.Crim.App. No. 230-06,
4/4/07); Opinion: Keller
During voir dire, the trial court erroneously refused to permit
defense counsel to question the jury about parole. Appellant

A long line of cases has held that the “right to
counsel” under the Texas Constitution includes
the right to pose proper questions during voir dire
examination. A look at the constitutional provision
and the older cases reveals that “right to counsel” is
somewhat of a misnomer. The Texas Constitution
provides in relevant part: “In all criminal prosecutions the accused ... shall have the right of being heard
by himself or counsel, or both.” Two of the oldest
cases in this line of precedent ... describe the right
to interrogate prospective jurors as falling within the
“right to appear by counsel.” The suggestion seems to
be that the right to ask questions is included in the
“right of being heard,” which of course, would apply
even to a defendant who was representing himself.
CCA rejects the rest of the state’s arguments. COA’s judgment
is reversed and case is remanded to that court for further
proceedings.
Appellant’s PDR from Denton County — Affirmed
Computer printout was sufficient to prove prior conviction
Flowers v. State, __S.W.3d__ (Tex.Crim.App. No. 1081-06,
4/18/07); Opinion: Cochran
During punishment phase of Appellant’s DWI trial, State
offered certified computer printout of Appellant’s conviction
record to show he had a previous DWI conviction. On appeal,
Appellant claimed a computer printout is not the functional
equivalent of a judgment. COA disagreed and PDR was
granted to determine whether its decision was correct.
Held: The evidence is legally sufficient to prove the
enhancement allegations beyond a reasonable doubt.
The Texas Rules of Evidence explicitly allows for the selfauthentication of certified copies of public records. To prove
an enhancement provision, totality of the evidence admitted
determines whether there was a previous conviction, and
whether the person was convicted. Texas substantive law does
not require that the fact of a prior conviction be proven in
any specific manner. Any type of evidence, documentary or
37 |
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were thus justified in patting defendant down, which led to
the discovery of the gun for whose possession defendant
was prosecuted.
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testimonial, may suffice. “The important issue is not whether
the State’s exhibit represents a judgment of conviction or its
functional equivalent under Texas Penal Code article 42.01,
but whether a reasonable trier of fact could find that 1) the
alleged prior DWI conviction existed and 2) this conviction
is linked to appellant.”
Appellant’s and State’s PDRs from Williamson County
– Affirmed
Trial court may not exclude defendant and defense counsel
from in camera proceedings during which trial court considers admissibility of alleged victim’s prior sexual acts.
LaPointe v. State, __S.W.3d__ (Tex.Crim.App. No. 1100-06,
4/25/07); Opinion: Keller (9-0)
At defendant’s trial on charges of, among others, aggravated
sexual assault, defendant sought to introduce evidence of
alleged victim’s prior sexual conduct. State objected on
the basis of Rule 412. CCA held in camera proceeding to
determine admissibility of such evidence at which only alleged victim and judge were present. On appeal Appellant
complained his exclusion from the in camera proceeding
denied him his rights guaranteed by the confrontation clause.
COA remanded the case to the trial court and ordered it to
conduct a retrospective hearing. After doing so, COA again
affirmed the conviction. State’s and Appellant’s PDRs were
then granted to review the correctness of this remedy and
ruling.
Held: A Rule 412 in camera proceeding is an adversarial proceeding at which the parties are present and the
attorneys are permitted to ask questions. Alleged victim’s
privacy interest must be balanced against the defendant’s
right to confrontation. Rule 412 in camera hearing balances
those interests by closing the hearing to spectators, so that
only a minimum number of people, the witness, the parties
and their attorneys, the court reporter and the judge, are
privy to the information revealed. Moreover, the remedy for
a trial court’s failure to follow this requirement is to abate
the appeal and remand the case to the trial court to conduct
(retrospectively) a proper hearing. Here the trial court conducted a proper hearing on remand. Consequently, COA’s
judgment is affirmed.
Appellant’s PDR from Tarrant County – Affirmed
Mandatory presumption errors in the jury charge are subject
to harmless-error review.
Garrett v. State, __S.W.3d__(Tex.Crim.App. No. 334-0507,
4/25/06); Opinion: Holcomb
Appellant was convicted of aggravated assault of a public
servant. At trial he failed to object to the jury charge. On
appeal, he claimed trial court violated federal and state law
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by failing to instruct jury to convert a mandatory presumption into a permissive presumption. COA analyzed the issue under Almanza and held the error harmless. Appellant
claimed the error in jury charge should have been analyzed
as a fundamental error or a structural interference with
his right to a trial by jury, and, therefore, should have been
grounds for automatic reversal and un-amenable to harmless error review.
Held: Mandatory presumption errors are subject to
harmless error review. “Except for certain federal constitutional errors labeled by the Supreme Court as “structural,” no
error, whether it relates to jurisdiction, voluntariness of plea,
or any other mandatory requirement is categorically immune
to a harmless error analysis.” Cain v. State, 947 S.W. 262, 264
(Tex. Crim. App. 1997). Judgment is therefore affirmed.
Appellant’s PDR from Nueces County – Affirmed
Verbal consent to search home provides basis for voluntariness requirement of consent to search.
Gutierrez v. State, __S.W.3d__ (Tex.Crim.App. No. 633-05,
4/27/07); Opinion: Price
Police went to the home of Appellant and asked for consent
to enter and search. Appellant consented. Once inside the
home, police obtained written consent from appellant. Appellant claimed consent was invalid. In an unpublished opinion,
COA affirmed his conviction for possession with intent to
deliver in excess of 400 grams of cocaine. PDR was granted
to determine whether the warrantless intrusion by police into
Appellant’s home was justified by the existence of probable
cause coupled with exigent circumstances.
Held: Consent was voluntarily given because it was
free of the taint of duress or coercion, and Appellant,
of his own free will, consented to the police entry and
search. In addressing the issue of exigency, CCA noted
the officers’ response of conducting a warrantless search
of the entire home far exceeded the scope of the particular
exigent circumstance they faced. “When confronted with an
urgency that requires immediate police action and does not
allow for the procurement of a warrant, law enforcement
is authorized to take reasonable steps to secure the status
quo. But this exception to the warrant requirement does not
grant police the unfettered discretion to take any course of
action, however disproportionate it may be to the perceived
exigency.” However, CCA holds that Appellant consented
to the search. Consent is valid when it is voluntarily given.
The validity of a consensual search is a question of fact, and
the State bears the burden to prove by clear and convincing
evidence that consent was obtained voluntarily. The burden
includes proving that consent was not the result of duress or
coercion. Judgment is affirmed.
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Appellant pled guilty to DWI, but appealed trial court’s denial
of motion to suppress evidence. COA affirmed in part because Appellant successfully objected to supplementation of
the trial record because the videotape had not been formally
introduced into evidence. COA “assumed the videotape of
the stop supports the trial court’s inference of reasonable
suspicion sufficient to support probable cause.”
Held: COA erred in assuming that portions of the
videotape the trial court viewed and used in ruling on
Appellant’s motion to suppress were unnecessarily unfavorable to his position. Where there is a dispute as to how
much of appellate record should be supplemented, COA
must resolve this dispute before addressing the substantive
issues on appeal. Because COA based its decision, at least
in part, upon the contents of an exhibit that was not in the
appellate record, it erred. Therefore, Appellant’s first ground
for review is sustained. But because the State had properly
requested supplementation of the record with that missing
exhibit, judgment is vacated and remanded to that court for
further proceedings consistent with this opinion.
Writ Opinions
Habeas Corpus Application from Harris County — Dismissed (Abuse of Writ)
Ex parte Brooks, __S.W.3d__ (Tex.Crim.App. No. 75,405,
4/4/07); Opinion: Meyers
Applicant has filed a subsequent writ asserting he is actually
innocent and would not have been convicted but for the following constitutional violations: his conviction was obtained
by use of evidence gained pursuant to an unconstitutional
search and seizure; the conviction was obtained by the trial
court’s denial of Applicant’s right to be confronted by a confidential informant; and the prosecutor knowingly used
perjured testimony. CCA filed and set this writ to explain
the application of TCCP 11.07 §4(a)(2), which states that an
application must contain sufficient specific facts establishing
by a preponderance of evidence that, but for a constitutional
violation, no rational juror would have found Applicant guilty
beyond a reasonable doubt.
Held: An applicant must accompany constitutionalviolation claims with a prima facie claim of actual in-

nocence in order to satisfy the requirements of Article
11.07, §4(a)(2). Under §4, CCA may not consider the merits
of an application unless it includes sufficient specific facts
establishing by a preponderance of the evidence that, but
for a constitutional violation, no rational juror would have
found the Applicant guilty. This necessarily includes a prima
facie showing of actual innocence in order for the applicant
to demonstrate that the constitutional violation at his trial
resulted in a miscarriage of justice. This showing allows CCA
to consider a constitutional claim which otherwise would
have been barred by §4. In this case Applicant states that he
is actually innocent, “that he was an innocent bystander and
had no knowledge of drugs and a firearm,” and that “parts
of the trial record would clearly demonstrate and prove Petitioner’s actual innocence.” However, this is not enough to
consider the merits of his application. The basis of Applicant’s
innocence claim is that his brother, George Brooks, was the
sole target of the investigation. While this may be true, it
does not change the fact that the investigation of George
led officers to Applicant. And, when the officer first spoke
to Applicant, there were 19 grams of cocaine in plain view
in the room in which he was the sole occupant. Applicant
does not meet the threshold requirement of showing that a
constitutional violation led to a miscarriage of justice due
to the incarceration of someone who is actually innocent.
Because Applicant does not include a prima facie claim of
actual innocence in addition to his constitutional claims, this
application is dismissed under Article 11.07, §4.
Habeas corpus application from El Paso County — Dismissed
Ex Parte Cruzata __S.W.3d__ (Tex.Crim.App. No. 75,513,
4/18/07); Opinion: Holcomb
Applicant was sentenced to 15 years after he pled true to allegations that he had violated the conditions of his community
supervision. He filed writ of habeas corpus challenging the
sentence as “improper.”
Held: Applicant’s claim is not cognizable on habeas
corpus. Habeas corpus may not be used to assert claims that
could have been asserted on direct appeal. Nothing prevented
Applicant from challenging his sentence on direct appeal.
CCA comments that he would not have prevailed on the
merits anyway. Writ dismissed.
Death Penalty Opinions
Direct Appeal from Brazos County B Affirmed
Druery v. State, __S.W.3d__ (Tex.Crim.App. No. 74,912,
4/4/07); Opinion: Keasler
Facts: Appellant and a group of his friends were party39 |
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Appellant’s PDR from Montgomery County – Vacated
& Remanded
COA may not base its decision upon contents of an exhibit
not included in the appellate record.
Amador v. State, __S.W.3d__ (Tex.Crim.App. No. 0786-06,
4/25/07); Opinion: Cochran
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ing and getting high on ecstasy, embalming fluid and pot on
Appellant’s rural property. Appellant told his ex-girlfriend
(Pitts) that he wanted to kill his friend “Rome” because he
wanted his stuff. After shooting Rome, Appellant gave each
of his friends $40 each to “calm them down.” He and a couple
friends later returned, burned the body and dumped it into
a stock pond. Appellant told police that he and Rome had
been partying at a club but they parted ways and Appellant
did not see him after that. However Pitts and Appellant’s
friend (Harris) told police that Appellant killed Rome and
they helped him dispose of the body because they were afraid
of him.
Issue 1: Accomplice-witness testimony; insufficient evidence to prove he committed robbery. Appellant claims
evidence of robbery came from Pitts and Harris, who were
accomplice witnesses and their testimony was not corroborated. He asks CCA to overrule Holladay v. State, 709 S.W.2d
194, (Tex.Crim.App. 1986), which holds the accomplice
witness rule does not require non-accomplice testimony to
corroborate a defendant’s connection to the specific element
that raises the offense from murder to capital murder. CCA
rejects the following arguments:
l

l

l

l

l

the specific element of capital murder, namely the underlying robbery of Rome, is not corroborated by nonaccomplice witness evidence;
trial judge erred when he refused to instruct the jury that
Pitts and Harris were accomplices as a matter of law (neither was an accomplice as a matter of law or fact;
trial judge’s instruction to the jury regarding whether Pitts
and Harris were accomplice witnesses as a factual matter
was constitutionally inadequate;
instruction failed to provide sufficient guidance to allow
the jury to reliably ascertain the witnesses’ status;
trial judge’s instruction allowing the jury to determine
whether Pitts and Harris were accomplice witnesses as a
factual matter constituted an improper comment on the
weight of the evidence.

Issue 2: Letter admitted at punishment was inadmissible.
The state introduced letters to rebut Appellant’s evidence of
good character. CCA rejects Appellant’s arguments that:
l

l

letters were not properly authenticated and should not
have been admitted into evidence. Sufficient evidence was
presented to support a jury finding that Appellant wrote
the letter and there was no evidence of tampering;
chain of custody for the exhibits was not established because the investigator did not personally seize the letter
and envelope in question. Absent evidence of tampering
or other fraud, which was not presented, problems in the
chain of custody do not affect the admissibility of the evi-
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l

dence, but the weight it is given by the fact-finder;
omission of a charge concerning handwriting comparison
(which was not requested) was not egregiously harmful.

Other rejected issues: no instruction on abuse of corpse;
no instruction on lesser-included of murder (no objection
to omission and no request for instruction); evidence insufficient to support future dangerousness; Article 37.071 is
unconstitutional.
Direct Appeal from Polk County — Affirmed
Roberts v. State, __S.W.3d__ (Tex.Crim.App. No. 75,051,
4/18/07); Opinion: Keller
Facts: Appellant shot his live-in girlfriend twice in the
head and stole her property. That same day he sold some of
her things to buy cocaine. Appellant was convicted of capital
murder and sentenced to death. CCA has no difficulty finding
the evidence sufficient.
Issue 1: Expert testimony wrongfully excluded. At
punishment phase Appellant sought to introduce through
Dr. Katherine McQueen the following testimony: the event
would not have occurred absent appellant’s dependence on
alcohol and cocaine.
Held: Where expert has knowledge with regard to
treatment of addiction and on the interaction between
cocaine, alcohol and violence, such training is insufficient
to permit testimony about how a person dependent on
alcohol and cocaine will behave in a particular situation.
The proponent of scientific evidence must show (1) the underlying scientific theory is valid; (2) the technique applying
the theory is valid; and (3) the technique was properly applied on the occasion in question. Kelly, 824 S.W.3d 573. This
framework is applied less rigorously to soft science. Here,
expert’s pharmacological knowledge and studies were an
insufficient basis from which to draw a scientific conclusion
about how any particular individual would behave.
Other rejected issues: Factual insufficiency of punishment evidence; victim impact evidence; execution impact
evidence.
PDRs Granted in April 2007
06-1879 Hernandez, Maria Del Carmen, Appellant’s PDR
from Bexar County; Capital Murder
Whether the testimonial statement given to police by an
indicted co-defendant, offered as evidence to impeach another statement of that co-defendant, was admissible under
Crawford v. Washington.
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Did the Court of Appeals err by disregarding Thomas in
preference of Mendoza, when deciding whether “egregious
harm” resulted by the trial court’s failure to sua sponte instruct the jury pursuant to 38.22 and 38.23, where a factual
dispute existed regarding the voluntariness of appellant’s
statement.
06-1769/70 Bigon, Edwin Glen, Appellant and SPA’s
PDRs from Lampasas County: Murder; Intoxication
Manslaughter; Manslaughter
Appellant’s Grounds
1. Can a felony-murder conviction be based on an underlying
felony that expressly requires no culpable mental state, despite the fact that this court’s jurisprudence indicates that in
a felony-murder prosecution, the underlying felony supplies
the culpable mental state for the homicidal act?
2. To be convicted of felony-murder, does the “act clearly
dangerous to human life” have to be “in furtherance” of the
underlying felony?
3. When a testifying chemist assumes that a defendant was in
the elimination phase of alcohol consumption at the time of
an accident, does Mata preclude the admission of the results
of the chemist’s retrograde extrapolation?
State Prosecuting Attorney’s Grounds
1. Did the Court of Appeals err by reversing the judgment of
the trial court without providing the parties an opportunity
to brief the issue?
2. Is it apparent from the face of the record in this case that
Appellant’s convictions on both felony murder and either
manslaughter or intoxication manslaughter constitute a
violation of the multiple punishments branch of double
jeopardy protection?
3. Where a defendant is convicted in a single criminal action
of multiple offenses that are the same for double jeopardy
purposes, when deciding which conviction to sustain and
which convictions to dismiss, should the preference of the
state play a role in that determination?

court’s authority to order the sentence in cause no. 04-10-21,
270-d to run consecutively in the other cases.
06-1952 Walters, John Arlin, State Prosecuting Attorney’s
PDR from Hopkins County: Murder
1. Was Appellant’s proposed jury instruction sufficiently
specific to put the trial court on notice of the particular issue
that Appellant was requesting to be submitted?
2. When a charge on self-defense is given, is a defendant
entitled to a specific instruction that threats the victim made
to the defendant may be considered by the jury in determining the reasonableness of the defendant’s fear at the time he
used deadly force?
3. When a recorded telephone conversation is admitted into
evidence, does the rule of optional completeness require the
admission of any other recorded telephone conversation
between the same parties?
07-0203 Delgado, Eduardo Rivas, Appellant’s PDR from
Tarrant County: POCS
This Court of Appeals’ decision conflicts with another court
of appeals’ decision on the same issue, viz: whether a trial
court should include a sua sponte reasonable doubt instruction regarding extraneous offense evidence in the guiltinnocence phase of a trial absent a defense request for such
or an objection to the omission of said instruction.
07-0134, Grotti, Lydia H., State Prosecuting Attorney’s
PDR from Tarrant County; Criminally Negligent Homicide
1. The Court of Appeals erred in its sufficiency analysis by
applying a definition from outside the Penal Code to an element of the offense that is not defined in the Penal Code and
that was not included in the jury charge.
2. The Court of Appeals applied an incorrect standard of
factual sufficiency review by affording no deference to the
jury’s credibility determinations.
3. This case illustrates that the dissenting opinions in Watson
v. State, 204 S.W.3d 404 (Tex.Crim.App. 2006), were correct:
Clewis should be abandoned.

06-1948/49/50 Williams, Tumar Ysing, Appellant’s PDR
from Victoria County: Del/Cont’d Subst.
The state’s election to consolidate the cases limited the trial
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06-1687 Oursbourn, Cody Lee, Appellant’s PDR from
Harris County: Aggravated Robbery

for the defense
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have been charged with only 10 counts
because there were only ten websites
containing child pornography. The district
court ‘used the total number of images
appearing on all the websites as the relevant
“unit of prosecution” for determining the
number of counts for violating §2252.’ This
court disagreed, concluding that ‘the rule of
lenity require[d] resentencing based on the
number of websites rather than the number
of individual images.’
In Reedy, this court began its analysis by
explaining that ‘the “unit of prosecution”
for a crime is the actus reus, the physical
conduct of the defendant.’ In examining
§2252, Reedy considered whether ‘a “visual
depiction” is neatly confined to an individual
image or encompasses a broader set of
items, such as books, magazines, movies,
or other collections.’ The court observed
that 18 U.S.C. §2256, which defines terms
used in §2252, provides that ‘“visual
depiction”’ includes ‘“any photograph, film,
video, picture, or computer or computergenerated image or picture, whether made
or produced by electronic, mechanical, or
other means.”’ This court recognized that
this definition ‘includes both items that
may be classified as a single shot of a single
scene, such as a still photograph, and series
of shots of several scenes or ongoing action,
such as a film or video’ and that §2252
therefore ‘contemplates “visual depictions”
as constituting both single images and more
than one image.’’
***
The Reedy decision limited its holding to
the facts before it, in which the convictions
involved ‘a security screening system
that aggregates websites containing child
pornography,’ expressly stating, ‘We do
not intimate a particular result where
a website operator uses a single site
to aggregate and distribute individual
pictures.’ The court expressed the concern
that ‘child pornographers merely could
change their distribution methods if we
announced a bright-line rule,’ and asserted,
‘We conclude only, on the facts of this
unique case involving a middleman and
| 42

security screening system, that the court
cannot sentence the Reedy’s based on each
individual picture posted.’
It is in light of these precedents that
we examine the record before us and
conclude that the government failed to
allege or prove with regard to counts one
through four that Buchanan engaged in
more than one transaction in violation of
18 U.S.C. §2252. As in other contexts, the
government bore the burden of establishing
multiple counts by charging and proving
separate receipts of child pornography. The
indictment failed to allege separate receipt
of the four images identified.
Nor did the expert or other testimony at
trial establish that Buchanan took more
than one action to receive the four images
made the basis of counts one through
four. The evidence showed only that when
Buchanan visited a webpage, his computer
automatically downloaded the images on
that webpage to his computer’s temporary
internet folder.
***
Based on the facts before us, the government
did not offer any proof that Buchanan took
more than one action to receive the four
images that were the basis of his convictions
under §2252(a)(2). His convictions were
therefore multiplicitous.
Buchanan has suffered both a financial injury
because of the special assessments for each
count as well as the other adverse collateral
consequences of multiple convictions. Thus
Buchanan’s four convictions for receipt
of child pornography under §2252(a)(2)
are vacated, and the district court should
reinstate a single count and resentence
Buchanan accordingly.
So what did Peter gain by his appeal? He saved
three special assessment fees and gets a refund of $300 — if,
in fact, he has already paid those special assessment fees.
He also gave three Circuit Judges the opportunity to hand
down a very readable opinion about multiplicitous counts in
an indictment which — I will confess — has always been a
difficult concept for me to understand. Thank you, Peter.
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